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Board Turns Back Petition Asking For Vote On Tax
By MATT SANDERS
Staff Reporter
Selection of a new basketball coach
and a 4-1 vote not to honor a petitton by
Calloway County citizens calling'for a
referendum in the May primary; con-
cerning the recent tax increase of the
Calloway County School Board
highlighted proceedings at the
regularly scheduled school board
meeting Thursday night.
Charles Nute, Memphis, Tenn., was
named head basketball coach at
Calloway County High School. Nute was
one of 34 candidates for the job. He
replaces Clayton Hargrove, whose
contract was not renewed. ( See related
story on page 8.)
The action an the tax increase came
following a lengthy discussion of the
matter by members of the board and
opponents of the added assessment.
According to KRS.157.565( b), "when
a petition, signed by qualified voters to
equal 25 percent of the vote cast in the
last preceding presidential election, is
presented to the school board within 30
days of the date of the resolution
adopting said tax and such petition
meets the requirements of the statute,
then the proposed tax increase-must be
submitted for a referendum by the
voters in the next regular May or
November election."
The board met on March 26, adopting
an increase from 10 cents to 15 cents on
every $100 valuation. On April 25, the
last day to file the petition in the school
board office, the petition was filed in
the county clerk's office.
Marvin Harris, county clerk, at-
tended last night's school board
meeting and told the board that he
instructed the citizens to file the
petition in his office. He added that he
was unaware at the time that the
petition had to be filed at the board
office because, according to him, it was
a recently revised statute.
He added that he called Dr. Jack
Rose, Calloway County School
superintendent, that day but he was out
of town bidding on furnishings for the
new middle school. Rose was notified of
the call April 26.
Rose said that the statute read that
the petition had to be filed in the board
office and not with Harris. Harris
stated that if he had aware of the
revised statute, he would not have
accepted the petition.
Rose said that he called school board
attorney Donald Overbey for advice.
Overbey said that the board had no
legal cause to get the petition but if
someone would be near the Calloway
County Courthouse, where Harris's
office is located, they could pick it up as
a courtesy to Harris, Rose said. He
added that it was not filed and he picked
it up April 30.
However, in a letter dated May 10 to
Rose, Overbey stated that, in his
opinion, the petition "is not timely and
imposes no obligation on the board or
other public official to place this issue
on the ballot for a local referendum."
He added that the requirements for
completing and filing a petition set by
KRS 157.565 were "deficient in all
respects."
After discussion from the board
members and from citizens attending
the meeting, Rose made a recom-
mendation that the board accept
Overbey's letter. In a roll call vote, the
recommendation was accepted 4-1.
Billy Joe Kingins was the lone op-
position. He said that he was in favor of
the tax but if the people could not vote
According to Charles Windsor, one of
the leaders of the group organizing the
petition, 2,165 signatures were needed
and 2,565 were received.
Harris said today that as far as he
knows, no official validation of the
signatures on the petition occurred. He
said a committee operates through his
of ace that's purpose is to check
signatures on petitions when they are
filed but that "we did not check this
petition because we were not asked to
check it."
Don Keller, a supporter of the petition
asking for a referendum on the added
tax, stated that technicalities were used
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GIVING AID — A paramedic attends to a victim during 
Thursday afternoon's mock disaster. A tank car derailment
was simulated with a liquid chlorine spill and explosion. 
Victims pretended to suffer from a variety of injuries. Nine
city and county agencies were involved in the effort to p
repare the community for a real disaster. 
(See related story
and photos on page 12.) 
Staff Photo By Matt Sanders
One Ward Or Two? .
Opinion On City Wards Poses
Dilemma For Upcoming Election
By GENE MeCUTCHEON
Maus gtng Editor
Candidates for Murray Common
Council in the May Democratic
Primary will be elected on a two-ward
basis - just as they have been for the
past 23 years - unless legal action is
filed asking for clarification of a 1956
resolution splitting the city into two
wards according to Walter Herdman,
deputy state attorney general.
In a telephone interview with The
Murray Ledger & Times this morning,
Herdman agreed with the opinion of
city attorney Bill Phillips that the
resolution splitting the city into two
wards was invalid since its passage did
not follow the Kentucky Revised
Statutes provisions for -adoption of an-
ordinance.
"The dividing Of a third class city into
wards has to be done by ordinance,"
Herdman said, "it can't be done by
resolution unless the resolution is
adopted in the form of an ordinance
(approval on two readings at meetings
on separate days)."
Phillips advised the council at its
regular meeting Thursday that in his
opinion "the city has not taken the
necessary steps to divide into two
wards" and that technically the city
has remained only one ward for the
purposes of city council elections.
The 1956 resolution was designed to
split the city into two wards with the
area north of Main Street being Ward A
and the area south of Main Street being
Ward B.
PhiWps' original investigation into
the matter was prompted by the
wording of the resolution which not only
divided the wards with Main Street but
stipulated outer limits at the city limit
boundaries at the time of its adoption.
The resolution had not be amended
since its passage and the question had
been raised as to whether or not city
residents living in areas 'annexed since
that time were legally included in the
wards.
Phillips suggested that his findings
might mean that the six candidates in
Ward A and the 12 candidates in Ward B
in the upcoming primary may have to
run at large throughout the city.
In one respect, the candidates
already run at large.  Each voter,
regardless of the ward in which he or
she lives, may vote for up to six can-
didates in each ward (a total of 12
votes).
If Phillips' opinion is proved correct,
the 18 candidates in the Democratic
Primary would be listed' under a single
ward and the top 12 vote-getters of the
complete slate would win the
nominations.
If the election is held as it has been in
the past - the two ward set-up - the
top six vote-getters in each ward would
win the nominations. This would mean
that, barring write-in candidates, the
six running in Ward A would
automatically win nominations even
thsugh some candidates in Ward B who
do not make the top six in that ward
might actually receive more votes that
some in Ward A.
Herdman said that the only way a
change could be made in the ballot after
the filing deadline (which was April 4)
would be by order from the Calloway
County Circuit Court.
"The election commission or the
county clerk have no authority to
change the ballot," Herdman said,
adding that "the best procedure would
be for a candidate or city official to file
a suit prior to the primary asking for a
siunmary judgment on the issue."
Herdman said that unless legal action
is taken to clarify the. matter, in his
opinion the primary would have to be
held under the two-ward set-up since
"they( the candidates) have, filed a
certain way assuming that the city was
two weds."
-- County Clerk Marvin _Barris said
today that he is scheduling a meeting of
the board of Election Commissioners
this afternoon to advise them of the
situation. Harris said that Phillips as
well as County Attorney Max Parker.
would be invited to the meeting.
The deputy attorney general said that
he does not believe current or past
council actions would be affected by the
court ruling if, in fact, it is determined
that the two-ward resolution is invalid.
"The (current and past members of
the council) have been serving under
'color of title'," Herdman said, ex-
plaining that past council actions such
as zoning ordinances, etc., would be
upheld under this doctrine even though
the two-ward set-up may have be el
technically illegal.
Lewis Confirms Offer Made To
Get Him To Drop Out Of Race
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (Al') - Richard
Lewis, a Democratic candidate for
lieutenant governor, has confirmed a
statement by a gubernatorial hopeful
that an effort was made recently to get
him to leave the race
U.S. Rep. Carroll' Hubbard, who
seeks the Democratic nomination for
governor, charged in a statement
Thursday that Lewis was offered
$250,000 from Terry McBrayer's
campaign funds to withdraw and begin
a 1st District congressional campaign
against Hubbard. McBrayer also is a
candidate for the Democratic guber-
natorial nomination.
"There was an amount mentioned,"
Lewis said Thursday. "I am not calling
Carroll Hubbard a liar."
Hubbard said Lewis, a, former top
aide to Gov. Julian Carroll, was asked
to support McBrayer and William Cox,
another candidate for lieutenant
governor. Hubbard made the charges
after a telephone conversation with
Lewis Tuesday morning
The offer allegedly was made to
Lewis during an April 27 conference
call among Carroll; Dale §ights of
Henderson, Ptesident Carterl political
contart in Kentucky; Madisonville
businessman Herb Ligon; and Harold
Hurt, a Murray attorney.
Hurt was handling several cases in
Calloway County Circuit Court this
morning and was unavallble for
comment on the matter.
Sights said the charge was "ab-
solutely not true" and denied that the
conference call occurre8.
McBrayer said, "I know nothing,
about it....I will pitch in on Hubbard
psychiatric treatment."
Gary Auxier, the governor's pre,
secretary, sail of the charge: "It •
totally unfounded. He (Carroll) has had
no discussion with a living soul about
that or anything that resembles it."
And Joe Terry, Cox's state campaign
coordinator, said "Flat out, if any offer
had been made, I would know about it
Ligon and Hurt could not be reachai
for comment.
Hubbard said Lewis told him the offer
was made through Hurt, but Lewis did
not confirm that Thursday. Lewis said
he had trouble deriding whether the
offer was legitimate or whether
someone Was "playing games."
"I immediately rejected the offer.
Lewis said, addinng that he dees;,
plan to run for Congress.
Gov. Carroll Announces
Planning For New Arena
By DEBBIE N. LEE
Staff Reporter
-Ron Greene kept his end of the
bargain when he came to Murray and
now it's time for me to deliver," Gov.
Julian Carroll said in regard to a new
sports arena for Murray State
University at Thursday's noon meeting
of the Rotary Club.
Carroll, who was in Murray with
University of Kentucky coach Joe B.
Hall campaigning for Carroll's former
commissioner of commerce and
Democratic gubernatorial candidate,
Terry McBrayer, related that he had
_called Greene on the telephone when he
was considering the Murray State
position and promised to "dedicate all
of my efforts as humanly possible to see
that a basketball arena is built at
Murray University" if Greene would
accept the post.
Carroll said that the approval of the
Kentucky Council on Higher Education
had now been secured for the sports
arena Within the next few weeks,
Carrtal said, a planning and ar-
chitectural firm will be chosen by the
Department of Finance to plan the
He promised the Rotarians that he
include the financing for the sports
Mena in the budget he prepares for the
next governor before he leaves office in
December.
Stating that "basketball is important
to our state," Carroll said that only two
major universities in the state -
Murray State and the University of
Louisville - do not have adequate
facilities for basketball. Plans have
also been approved for a new facility at
U of L. An arena at Morehead State
University is presently under con-
struction.
In another matter relating to the
university, Carroll said that Dr. Con-
stantine Curris, MSU's president, had
contacted him earlier this year to see if
he could assist the Murray Electric
System in getting a reduction in the
electricity demand charge assessed
Murray State.
Carroll said that he had recently
reteived a letter from David Freeman,
Tennessee Valley Authority board
chairman, stating that the charges will
be reduced. He claimed that this will
mean "a substantial amount of dollars"
to Murray State.
Board Sets Monday Meet
For Final Band Decision
By DEBBIE N. LEE
Staff Reporter
A special meeting of the Murray
Independent School Board has been set
for 7 p.m. Monday to make the final
decision on the status of the third band
director in the city school system..
The announcement of the special
meeting followed an extendea
executive session during which board
members discussed with the directors
three alternatives the directors had
presented them. The alternatives were
fitt Made public at the meeting.
The board voted at its April 3 meeting
to send letters of non-renewal to seven
members of the certified staff, or
faculty, including John Goode, the most
recently hired instrumental music
instructor.
The decision not to rehire Goode has
Prompted much protest from members
of the band boosters, an organization of
parents of the students in the band
program, and band members. These
groups have contended that the quality
of the band program cannot be main-
tained with a cut in the number of in-
structors.
The board decided to take under
advisement lease-purchase plans for 14
instruments. Due of the plans is through
Chuck's Music Center of Murray and
the other is thr.ough Keynote Music Co.
of Princeton.
School board members accepted the
tentative report of the budget corn-
mitt. The budget, which totals more
than $2.5 million, does not take into
account the funding provided by the
special voted school tax. Superin-
tendent Robert Olin Jeffrey noted that
this tax pays more than $379,000 in
teachers' salaries above the amount
funded through the state foundation
program. .
The -19'79-80 salary schedule for
certified staff members was also ac-
cepted by the board. The schedule
showed a range of $9,640 for Rank III
teachers with a bachelor's degree and
no experience to 217,200 for Rank I
teachers with 30 hours above a master's
degree and 12 or more years ex-
In addition, the board accepted the
superintendent's recommendation for
extra time-extra service compensation
for staff members.
Norma Dunn was approved as an
elementary teacher, and James Pigg
was changed from .7 time to full-time
employment next year, upon Jeffrey's
recommendation. The board also ap-
proved Head Start personnel.
FULFILLING PROMISES — Gov. Julian Carroll g
reets Murray State Univer-
sity head basketball coach Ron Greene following 
Carroll's speech to the
Rotary Club Thursday. Carroll said he would fulfill 
the promise of a new
basketball sports arena he made when Gre
ene agreed to accept the
Murray State position last year. , Staff Photo by 
Debbie N. t ee
In addition, the governor related that
the widening of 11 bridges on Highway
94 East had been funded and that they
are presently under design and should
be let for bids this construction season.
He related that the four-laning of
Highway 641 from Murray tn Benton
had been funded and is presently under
construction and that a bypass around
Benton connecting the highway to the
Purchase Parkway is being planned.
"All of Interstate-24 is now under
contract," Carroll said, and "it will be
possible to drive on 1-24 from St. Louis
to Nashville before I leave office in
DeCemobellrCarr predicted that the highway
construction will prompt "another
major tourist explosion in western
Kentucky." A Parks Expansion Task
Force has recently been appointed to
evaluate the kinds Of additional
facilities needed at Kenlake and
Kentucky Dam Village.
Authorization as been received,
according to the governor, for the
purchase of a tract of land on the north
--rd of Barkl..7 i.ake to he used for a
lodge. With the building of this lodge,
Kentucky Lake and Barkley Lake will
have a lodge on all four corners.
None of the 16 golf courses owned and
operated by the state are professional
golf courses, or designed and built by a
professional golfer, Carroll stated.
However, the governor disclosed that a
contract has been signed with Arnold
Palmer and funding has been granted
for the construction of a professional
golf course at Kentucky Dam Village.
The course will be built on Gobbler's
Knob, a penisula in front of Kentucky
Dam Village Lodge. It will have seven
water holes. The course will be opened
next summer, Carroll said.
Turning to statewide matters, Carroll
said that funding for elementary and
secondary education has grown from
$300 million in 1974 when he became
governor to $800 million now. Only one-
other state, Hawaii, exceeds Kentucky
in the amount of state support for
elementary and secondary education.
Hawaii totally funds its schools.
Carroll partially attributed this large
amount of educational funding to the
money generated by the tourism in-
dustry in Kentucky. Last year the state
took in $1 billion $450 million from 44
million tourists. He also lauded the
state's international . tourist' office in
Brussels, Belgium. Kentucky has the
only international tourist office of any
state in the country.
"With the completion of the Ten-
nessee-Tombigbee canal," the
governor added, "we will have the
greatest conglomeration of navigable
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tonight in the upper 50s to low 60s.
tholer Saturday with highs in the
mid to _upper 60s. Winds,
diminishing tonight. Rain
chances are 70 percent tonight
and 50 percent Saturday.
Extended Forecast
Kentucky's extended weather
outlook for Sunday through
Tueedsay calls for showers en-
ding on Sunday and partly cloudy
Monday and Tuesday_







- Vows To Be Read
IF`
Viss Karen Lynn Edwards
and Joseph Bradford Reicher
Mr.and Mrs. William Edwards announce the engagement
and approaching marriage of their daughter, Karen Lynn, to.
Joseph Bradford Belcher, son of Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Belcher.
Miss Edwards is the granddaughter of Mrs. L. D. Wilson of
Murray and the late Rev. Wilson, and of Mrs. K. Edwards of
Kirksey and the late Mr. Edwards. She is a 1978 graduate of
Calloway County High School.
Mr. Belcher is the grandson of Mrs. Geneva Belcher of
Murray and Glen Belcher of Central City, and of the late Mr.
and Mrs. Carl Tirnmel of Murray. He is a 1976 graduate of
Calloway County High School.
The couple is now attending Murray-State University. Both
are employed at Belcher Oil Company, Murray, where the
groom-elect is assistant manager.
The wedding will be solemnized on Saturday, June 23, at 7
p.m. at the Kirksey Baptist Church. A reception will follow
the ceremony. The couple invites all of their friends and





No. 12 On Ballot
City Council
Ward B
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crvstal, stainless and ac-
cessories from our com-
plete bridal re(istry.,
Vicki and ()arid uill





The Music Department of
the Murray Woman's Club
mei Tuesday, April 17 at 7:30
p.m. at the club house with
Mrs. C. C. Lowry, chairman,
presiding. Reports were given
by the various chairmen.
Notably, it was reported that
the two style shows which
were well received were very
financially successful.
The members voted to send
a resolution in support of the
instrumental music program
at Murray High School and
opposing any reduction in
music faculty to the School
Board.
Officers elected to serve the
1979-80 club year are Mrs.
Jack Uddberg, chairman;
Mrs. Don Bennett, vice
chairman; Mrs. Joe Dick,
secretary; and Mrs. Richard
Jones, treasurer.
Mrs. John Thompson was
program chairman for "The
Opulent Era," music from
1850 to the turn of the century.
A clever skit was presented
with the "actors" informally
discussing musicians and
music of the period with a
"show and tell" format using
portraits, pictures, antique
musical scores and excerpts
of recorded muse to illustrate
their remarks.
The leading composers of
the era were residents of
continental Europe with .two
major schools of thought
prevailing: Wagner and Brah-
ms. Richard Wagner, a
German, had a revolutionary
impact on the course of
Western music. His devoted
•admirer and patron King
Louis II of Bavaria provided
the Festspielhaus (Opera
House) at Bayreuth where
yearly festivals of Wagner's
works are still staged. His
popular operatic scores in-
clude Lohengrin, Flying
Dutchman and Tristan and
Isolde.
Brahms, also German, was
the greatest master of the
symphonic and sonata style of
the era. His marked dif-
ference in style from Wagner
set off a feud between the two
schools which is a matter of
history. It is now clear that
Brahms, the traditionalist,
supplied what was needed to
complement and counteract
the rapid growth of in-
dividualism. His best sym-
phonic work was his first,
completed in 1876, but which
he had been perfecting for
some ten years. Probably his
best known and loved' -work is
his lyrical Lullaby"" 
Others of the era were the
Italian, Verdi, brilliant
composer of grand opera; the
Strauss dynasty of Vienna who
popularized the waltz;
Debussy of France who was a
principal influence, greatl
enriching musical language
Offenbach, also a Frenchman
created a type of light coma'
opera very popular with the
Parisians of the time —
perhaps best known is La Vie
Parisienne. Offenbach
composed one grand opera.




French composer, pianist and
organist Saint-Saens is known
for his symphonic poems and
operas, notably Samson and
Delilah. Although influenced
by Liszt, he was unaffected ny
Wagner and adtiered to
classical models.
In this country, Stephen
Foster is the composer who
had the greatest influence on
American culture. As the era
was marked by the Civil War.
music had a patriotic iden-
tification. It is an intriguing
irony that "Dixie" was
composed by Dam Emmet, a
northerner, while "The Battle
Hymn of the Republic,"
originally a southern camp
song, became a northern
anthem. The Reconstruction
that followed and the ex-
pansion to the West, especiall
with the construction of the
railroads, were marked. by
music of the People. Lively
tavern tunes were offset by
temperance tunes
Immigrants brought their
ethnic work songs and
chanteys. Not to be overlooked
are the cowboy songs.
In the East, music was





revolution of the 1890's, music
was commercialized in the
United States and ragtime
emerged. The forerunner of
jazz, it is generally considered,-
the first original American
music form.
Discussants were Mrs.
James Kline, Mn. William
Wilson, and Mrs. Wayne
Flora, assisted by Mrs. Hugh
Noffsinger.
Hostesses who baked their
favorite pies to serve with
coffee were Mrs. Max
Brandon, Mrst.:::- Eingcne
Berrill, Mrs. Perry Cdvitt,
Mrs. Carl R. Mowery. Mrs.
Allen Rose and Mrs. Scott
Seiber.
MOTHERS ARE SPECIAL
GIVE HER A SPECIAL
GIFT ON MOTHERS DAY
Pier 1 impoxrtsFj,
visg
Visa Bel Air Center Hour<
NI/C 10-CM f-
lay-A-Way






Air. and Mrs. Rufus Atkins
Mr. and Mrs. Rufus Atkins, 102 South Darby Street,
Princeton, former residents of Murray, will be honored with
a reception on the occasion of their golden wedding an-
niversary at the Community Room of the Farmers Bank,
Princeton, on Sunday, May 20.
All relatives and friends are invited to call between the
hours of 2 to 4 p.m. The family requests that guests not bring
gifts.
Host and hostesses will be their son-in-law and daughter,
Charles T. and Margaret Ruth Elder of Princeton, and their
granddaughters--7--Miss Melanie Jan Elder, a junior at the
University of South Florida, Tampa, and Miss Elisa Gaye
Elder, a freshman at Caldwell County Junior High, Prin-
ceton.
Mr. and Mrs. Atkins were married May 18, 1929, in Paris,
Tenn., with the Rev. Alf Spaulding officiating. They are
members of the First Baptist Church, Princeton.
Mrs. Atkins, the former Fannie Edna Jones, is the
daughter of the late Steve M. Jones and Mrs. Sudie Mitchell
Jones of Fredonia. Mr. Atkins, son of the late Clint and Kate
Atkins of Paris, Tenn., retired from the Western Kentucky
Stages, Murray, and is now employed at Joiner Hardware.
Princeton.
Jennings' Home Scene of Meeting
With Mrs. Hodges, Guest Speaker
The home of Mrs. Laura
Jennings was the scene of the
meeting of the Eva Wall
Mission Group of the
Memorial Baptist Church held
on Tuesday, April 24, at 2 p.m.
Mrs. Harlan Hodges Was the
special guest speaker who




- -Thompson. Baby —Boy
(Barbara), 809 N. 17th,
Murray.
• Dismissals .
Mrs. Kathy F. Gibson, 329
N. 17th, Mayfield, Mrs.
Cynthia G. Koebel and Baby
Boy, Rt. 2, Bx. 136, Paris,
Tenn., Scott H. Green, Rt. 4,
Mayfield, Mrs. Clover Jones,
Rt. 1, Alm°, Mrs. Alisa M.
Lassiter, Rt. 1, Dexter, Mrs.
Konstantina Mitides, 22-29
128th St., College Point. New
York, Henry, Driver, Rt. 1,
Hazel. Jerome Hicks, Rt. 1,
Hardin, Mrs. Sadie N.
. -Allbrittert, Rt. 5, Murray,
Jason L. Blanton, Rt. 1 Bx.
115, Puryear. Tenn., Mrs.
Robbie J. Steele, 1207 E.
Wood, Paris, Tenn., Joe Pat
Thornton, Rt. 2, Bx. 340A,
Murray, Johnnie H. Elliott,
Rt. 5, Bx. 2231, Murray, Mrs.
Lorene 0. Roby, Rt. 1, New
Concord. ,
Pr 
Did You Miss Any Last Week?
You've Got Another Chance To See Them!
Thru THURS.
7:15,9:05 -t- 2:30 Sun
Lads Shoe Fri.& Sat. 11:40
ADULT ENTERTAINMENT 18 OR OVER ONLY CAPRI
24 Nom Program Information - 7534314
:*"" ' 11•111•Y
'rgirniP
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Love You Less by Joyce
Landorf. This is the story of
Mary, Martha, and Lazarus.
The speaker, introduced by
Mrs. Margaret Taylor, was
presented with a book as a gift
from the group by Mrs.
Modelle Miller.
Mrs. Lois Sanderson led the
opening prayer, Mts. Opal
Reeves read the minutes, and
Mrs. Lalah Boyd read the
scripture from Hebrews 6.
The group voted to donate
$15 to the Oneida Institute.
Others presenriVere'Thirii '






Groups A& B Are
Listed For Play
Groups A and B of the
Ladies Tennis of the Muray
Country Club will play at 9:30
a.m. with A on Monday and B
on Tuesday.
Lineups for Group A are as
follows: -
Lois Keller, Shirley Hom—ra,
Lynn Houston, and Lillie
Johnson.
Peggy Billington, Judy




and Georgia nna Moffitt.
Lineups for Group B are as
follows: -
Penny Cappock, Shirley
Boone, Agnes Payne, and
Carol Boaz.
Jana Hughes, Carolyn
Bradshaw, Kay Ray, and
Lynn Stout.
Nancy Walston, Patsy




 Frames Drake  
FOR SATURDAY, MAY 12, 1979
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.
ARIES 
(Mar. -21 to Apr. 19) 4ror:---4
Morning warns against
hasty action or an ill-advised
financial venture. Romantic
and pleasurable ties at a
distance bring luck later.
TAURUS
Apr. 20 to May 20)
Hidden tension affects
relations with others. A parent
or superior may be helpful re
a property or domestic
matter. Accept help.
GEMINI ii(May 21 to June 20)
You're not thinking clearly,
but as the day progresses
listen to a close ally for ideas.
Don't rationalize or make
excuses.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
A friend's ideas about
money are not to be followed.
Later, you'll come up with
your own work project that
will succeed. Keep your own
counsel.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
Don't promise more than
you can deliver. En-
tertainment Plans work out




( Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
You may be imagining
financial opportunity that
doesn't exist. Enjoy home the




(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) An'
You're susceptible to other's
suggestions and could make a
costly mistake. Still, you can
have a good time at a social
function.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) ril'el*
A business proposal needs
further thought. In this in-
stance, you'll Jere better
without the mddling in-
fluence of others. Be alert.
SAGITTARIUS
Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) )(440
Weekend vacationers need
care in packing and planning.
You could forget something.
Don'Llet optimism cloud your
judgment.
CAPRICORN
' (-Dec. .22 to Jaw.19) V
The pursuit of good times
could lead to overspending.
Don't let inner self-
satisfaction lead to an ill-
advised comment or two. •
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18/1.CA
Listen carefully, as
misunderstandings are
possible. A social occasion
leads to new friends, but don't
talk too much. Accent reserve.
PISCES-
FeD.tz)m. ,1t9 tobe Mar. ei20easi
about
money. Make sure you receive
the correct change. Save some
p.m. hours for a work-related
project which should prosper
YOU BORN TODAY have
the ability to commercialize
your artistic talents. Your
flair with words coupled with
sociability makes you an
effective communicator of
ideas. Acting, design, writing,
music, law, advertising, and
reporting are your natural
milieu. You can sell both
yourself and your product,
though at times you scatter
your energies. Once you set
yourself a definite goal and
avoid distractions, you can
reach the top. Idealistic and
fond of serving others, you'd
make a good physician. Birth-
date of: Howard K. Smith, TV








if DR. BRYAN PUCKER
We all breathe the air
when it carries a great
deal of pollen but only a
few get the watery eyes
and itchy, stuffed-up
noses of hay fever vic-
Urns. So, if pollen in the
air causes hay fever,
why doesn't everyone
suffer from it?
The reason is that
some people's
respiratory systems are





pinch the nerves that
serve the lungs, throat,
nose and sinuses and
cause an inability to fun-
ction normally. Correc-
tion of the spinal
misalignment by
chiropractic often











Thurman's School of Dance
Disco Classes





Thurman's School of Dance
1918 Coldwater Road
Ilallroorn instruction taught privately Mendes thruThu, end Sat.
Nummumemmeammes‘
FOUR SEASONS NURSERY






Bedding Plants-Ornamental-end Shade Trees-shrubs-fruit trees
,••••
Concrete Productepoirer Boxes, fountains, Bird Baths, Stepping Stones.
/, Open:
Mon.-Sat. 8 a.m.-5:30 p.m.
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Mothers Day--
Help And 'Encourage Others
Is Key Listed For Living
By GEORGE W. CORNELL
AP Religion Writer
NEW YORK AP( -
Mothers, take a bow. It's your
day this Sunday. And what's
your formula for living fully
nowadays? The key, as
viewed by some of the nation's
outstanding mothers, is to
help and encourage others.
"Doing for others," says
Marjorie M. Cochran of
Covington, "Ga. "Love and
caring, I believe, is the secret
of any success:"
Hulda Elvina Hibfilar of
Rice Lake, Wis., says she
found that a sense of fulfilled




among those of 50 state
mothers of 1979, meeting here
this week for selection of
the 'American Mother of the
Year." In describing what
brings a sense of fulfillment,
they also cite:
Doing a job well, meeting
responsibilities, seeing off-
spring develop their abilities
and integrity, staying attuned'
-to God's will.
Mary K. McCool of Hunt-
sville, Ala., says that
realization of useful living
comes from "doing something
that makes someone else
happy or their load a little
lighter."
The key, as Joy Hubbard of
Garden City, N. Y., puts it, is
to assist others "to discover a
more meaningful life"
through "a positive
relationship with God" and
"with other people."
"Doing things well," says
Maxine Steward Euler of
Leavenworth, Kan.
Beulah Burgon Larson of
Metairie, La., says the full
moments come in seeing
"each of my children achieve
his potential and to be of a
service to my fellowmen."
"Peace and contentment
comes only with living with
the love of Jesus Christ," says
Josephine Ballard Primus of
Ft. Myers, Fla., "knowing he
is the author and finishing of
all things."
The comments of the state
mothers were gathered in
questionnaires circulated
among them by the American
Mothers Committee, which
has iwonsored the annual
Mother's Day observance
since 1933, to strengthen the
moral and spiritual foun-
dations of the American home.
State mothers, nominated
by religious and community





Mrs. Mary D. Dowdy, Rt. 1
Br. 4 Hickory, Mrs. Kimberly
Wheeler and Baby Girl, Rt. 1
Sedalia, Mrs. Jen Lea Snow,
Rt. 2 Pur.year, Tenn., Mrs.
Dora M. Bury, 625 S. 4th,
Murray, Mrs. Jo A. Miller,
1300 Poplar, Benton, Mrs.
Debra A. Skis, Holiday Park,
Benton, Mrs. Ann Bell, Rt. 2
Br. 78, Puryear, Tenn., Mrs.
Patricia McGuire, Rt. 6 Box.
149, Paris, Tenn., Marvin D.
Sanders, 505 College, South





Sandra), Rt. 4 Cadiz.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Ida M. Stunson, 401 N
1st, Murray, Lori Wiggins, Rt.
1 Sedalia, Edward E. Johnson,
Rt. 5 Murray, Melanie
Proffitt, Rt. 6, Cadiz, Troy
Ahart Jr., . Rt. 1 Br. 183A,
Murray, Mrs. Grace L. Ross,
104E, Spruce, Murray, Jody
M. Smith, Rt. 1 Kirksey, Willie
W. Joseph, Rt. 1 Br. 220
Kirksey, Jon R. Holloman, Br.
4996 Franklin Hall, Murray,
Mrs. Lola J. Farmer, 106 S.
14th, Murray, Mrs.. Sandra L.
Carneyhan, Rt, 4 Cadiz, Mrs.
Stella 1. Harmon, 1713
Melrose, Murray, Mrs. Rachel'
Rodman, Rt. 7, Benton,
Hardin Morris, 1704 Audubon,
Murray, Mrs. Auberna _
Halstead. Rt. 2 Rir 30.
Murray, Mrs. /id yrtle_Stgele..._
Rt. 4 Br. .58, Murray, John W.'
Buchanan, 302 S. 5th, Murray,
Fred B. Grissom, Rt. 2. Bx.
239, Buchanan, Tenn., Mrs.
Pauline C. Riley, 1304 Elm,
Benton, ldrs. Luna P.
McWane,r nx. 86, Hardin, 
Mrs.Anna P. Shankle, Rt. 1
Sedalia, Mrs. Erin Reed, 1002
Payne, Murray, Mrs. Marion
Sharbrough, Br. 28, Murray,
Joe T. Watson, 1413 May St.
Lansing, Mich., Mrs. Lillie C.
Wilkinson, 501',2 Pine,
Murray, Carneyhan, Baby
Boy (expired), Rt. 4 Cadiz.
4-25-79
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Huffine, Baby Girl 
( Pamela I, New Concord,
Moore, Baby Boy, (Sandra);
Rt. 1 Br. 668, Hardin.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Charlotte A. Gass and
Baby Girl, Rt. 9 Br. 244BB,
Benton, Mrs. Laverne Pope,
411 Irvin, Paris, Tenn., Mrs.
Lottie M. Duncan, Rt. 1
Dexter, Amanda L. Lovett, 206
W. 6th, Benton, Mrs. Reatha I.
Hutson, 527 E. Washington,
Paris, Tenn., Mrs. Debbie S.
Boyd, Rt. 4 Cadiz, Leigh A.
Carter, 800 Olive, Murray,
Mary C. Hancock, P. 0. Br.
520, White Hall, Murray, Mrs.
Shirley B.I Barnett, Rt. 8,
Murray, Mrs. Kathy M.
Evitts, 603 N. 18th, Murray,
Mrs. Mary K. Hutchins, 210 S.
16th, Murray, Mrs. Joy L.
Maddox, Rt. 3 Br. 347, Paris,
Tenn., Mrs. Etheleen
McCallon, 1308 Kirkwood,
Murray, Lonnie.b. Flora, ' 510•• •
S. 11th, Murray, Mrs. Patricia
L. l'harpe, Rt. 1 Hazel,.Mrs.
Sharon Burd, Rt. 3, Benton,
Mrs. Jessie L Smith, 1667
Calloway, Murray, Joe
Crutcher, Rt. 2, Hazel, Mrs.
Freda D. Pendergrass, Rt. 1
Br. 216, Farmington, Deborah
L. Durbock, 1407 Main,
Murray, Paul Lyons, 1633.
Farmer, Murray, Mrs. Ina M.
Lovett, Rt. 1 Br. 476, Hardin,
Mrs. Ora F. Harder, 503 Elm,
Murray, Mrs. Billie L.
Kirkendoll, 725 Blythe, Paris,
Tenn., Mrs. Mavis M. Fair,
7084Y Payne. Murray. Mrs.
Belle E. Henley, 517 Ander-
son, Mayfield, Mrs. Lydia V.
Foster, Rt. 1, Hazel, J. W.
Walls, 101 Chestnut, Murray,
Thomas C Marshall, Rt. 1 Br.
72, Murray, William W.
McMillen, 1500 Clayshire,
Murray.
were chosen by state juries on
the basis of character, civic
and religious responsibility
and success in molding high-
principled children.
A national committee,
headed by Phillis B. Marriott
of Washington, selects from
among them the 1979
American Mother.
Mrs. Marriott, the 1974
American Mother, is urging
churches and state capitols
across the country to ring
their bells at noon this
Mother's Day "to let the
lovely musical sounds
resound" in honor of






Mrs. Gilbert Ross of Murray




A loosely-clasped belt is







The officers of the Calloway County Genealogical Society.
held a special meeting at the home of Mrs. Clifton, Key, West
Main Street, to discuss and finalize plans for the printing of
the second edition of Bible Records of Calloway County.
Mrs. Charlie Stubblefield, president, stated that all copies
of the first printing have been sold, and also all copies of the
Book on Cemetery Records which was previously published.
A number of orders have been received for the second
volume of Bible Records which is being typed to ready it for
publication.
Any persons who have not submitted their family records,
and who wish to do so, may contact Mrs. Stubblefield at New
Concord, Ky. 42076 or call her at 436-2241 as there is still time
to do so until June.
Others present at the Key home were Mrs. John Livesay,







By Abigail Van Buren
Her Chest
Holds No Hope
DEAR ABBY: Where can I get silicone injections to
enlarge my breasts? I live in Pennsylvania and was told that
injections Are illegal in this state. In which states are they
legal?
I wanted silicone implants but they are too expensive for
me.
Also, do I have tOprove I'm 18 before a docto; will mess
around with me?
Sign me "Flat as a board- or...
A CARPENTER'S DREAM
-s
DEAR DREAM: Silicon -INJECTIONS are illegal in
every state of the U.S.A. No physician will "mess around"
with a minor. Its • naajer.offense.
t
DEAR ABBY: I am almost 20, and for nearly five years I
have carried one of your columns in my wallet. It is so worn I
can scarcely read it, but it has done me more good than any
single thing I've ever read. Please reprint it, Abby, for girls
who need the advice as much today as I did then. I am




DEAR WISER: Yes, I'll reprint the column. Here it is:
DEAR ABBY. You will probably think I am a monster.
but I am a girl of 14, and I hate my parents. Especially rn
mother.
She is so old-fashioned it's pitiful. She wants to pick out
all my clothes and tell me how to wear my hair. I am the
'only giri in nor crowd who decant wear aye makeup. She.
won't let me go in cars with boys. All she worries about is
my reputation, and I swear I haven't done anything wrong.
She is killing my chances to go with the right kids and be
popular.
Don't tell me to talk it over with her because she will only
give me a long lecture on this bull about how it's all for my
"own good!"
I would like to be able to tell her things, but, heck, I don't
want to get killed. I hate to sneak behind her back, but I
have _no choice. I sure wish I had a different mother. -
MOTHER HATER
DEAR MOTHER HATER: Girls your age, who feel is
you do, regard all adults as the enemy. Perhaps a letter
from • girl your age with a different point of view on the
same subject will help you more than any advice I could of-
fer:
_ DEAR ABBY: I am 14 and think more girls mime should
appreciate mothers who love them enough tocare about
what they do. I feel sorry for young girls my age whose
mothers let them go in cars with boys, and wear eye makeup
and hairdos that are too old for them.
I am not allowed to go on ear dates until I am 16. My
mosher helps me select my clothes. I wear no makeup to
school, and only • little on special occasions. My mother has
lived a lot longer than I have, and I have learned from ex-
perience that when she forbids me to do something, she
always has a good reason for it. I am thankful that I have a'
mother who loves me enough to raise me right.
FOURTEEN AND LUCK1 •
DEAR ABBY: What do you think of a man who smiles a
lot in his sleep?
HIS WIFE
DEAR WIFE:: He's lucky. He could TALK in his sleep
If you need help in writing letters of sympathy, con-
gratulations or thank-you letters, get Abby's booklet "How
to Write Letters for all Occasions." Send $1 and • long,
stamped 128 cents), self-addressed envelope to Abby 132
Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212
Plants * Wicker
14 K Gold Chains
Burlene Vance Is
Hostess For Meet
Of Hazel ft/M1 -
Mrs. Burlene Vance opened
her home for the meetint; of
the WMU, of the Hazel Baptist
Church 'held on Thursii*.
April 19.
In charge of the prpo-ani
was Mrs. Prudye Adams. Mrs
Kathryn Lanston read the
scripture from Matthew 24- 24-
27 with prayer being led b!
Mrs. Mary Turnbow.
'Witness To the World Wide
Church of God Members- was
the theme of the program by
Mrs. Turnbow. The call to
prayer was by Mrs. Ora
Joyce.
Mrs. Vance served refresh-
ments to the 14 members and
two visitors present.
The first woman dental school
graduate was Lucy Hobbs
Taylor, who first practiced40861.
Mrs. Mitchell Is Married
HEALTH
Beating insomnia
Lawrence E. Lamb, M.D.
DEAR DR. LAMB - My
friends and I all read your
column and we'd like for you
to write something about
insomnia. Last night I
couldn't , go to sleep so I
finally took some Sominex
and followed other recom-
inendations but it didn't
seem to do any good and I
was awake all night. I'm
sure a lot of people would be
interested in your comments
about this.
DEAR READER - It's a
very frequent problem. The
first question the doctor has
to answer is if the person
really has insomnia or not.
You'd be surprised how
many people think they only
slept two or three hours
during the night when in fact
they. may have slept six or
eight. There seems to be
some illusion of time during
the sleep hours that confuses
people entirely about how
To Mr. Wilson At Church
Mrs. Vyron Mitchell, Sr.,
publisher and editor of the
Fulton Daily Leader, Fulton,
became the bride of Bruce A.
Wilson on Sunday, April 29.
Mr. Wilson is an accountant
and tax consultant in South
Fulton.
Among those attending were
the bride's brother, James C.
Williams of Murray and Mrs.
Williams, Mr. and Mrs. Bill
Moffett, and Mr. and Mrs.
Woodrow Dunn.
Vows were pledged at the
altar of First United
Methodist Church in Fulton
immediately following
morning worship services.
The Rev. Gordon Henderson
officiated at the double ring
ceremony.
Mrs. William Mitchell was
the matron of honor and Fred
Jolley served as best man.
Mrs. Jolley was at the piano.
All six of the bride's
children were present and
gave their mother in
marriage. The groom's three
children were also in at-
tendance.
Following the ceremony, a.
luncheon was held at the Park-
Terrace, attended by mem-
bers of the family and wed-
ding party.
The couple will reside at
1005 Dogwood Lane, Fulton,
where they will each continue




' A meeting was held on
Thursday, May 3, at 1 p.m. in
the meeting room of the
Calloway County Public
Library to organize a doll club
in this area.
The club was named the
Jackson Purchase Doll Club of
Western Kentucky.
The group will meet again
on Tuesday, June 12, at 1 p.m.
at the library. Anyone in-
terested in doll collecting or
becoming a member is asked
to attend this meeting.
Additional information may
be obtained by calling Gracie
Erwin at 489-2174.
many hours they were actu-
ally asleep. This has been
adequately proved by actual
sleep studies in people.
To give you more informa-
tion I am sending you The
Health Letter number 10-6,
Sleep And Insomnia. Other
readers who want this issue
can send 50 cents with a
long, stamped, self-ad-
dressed envelope for it. Send
your request to me in care of
this newspaper, P.O. Box
1551, Radio City Station,
New York, NY 10019.
Unfortunately, a lot of the
sleeping preparations you
can buy without a prescrip-
tion don't help a great deal.
The amount that you're per-
mitted to use often • won't
induce sleep. If you take
more then is recommended
on the package, you'll start
getting too much of some of
the medicines and this can
be dangerous. In a few
instances, people who have
taken excessive amounts of
preparations they could buy
themselves have reported to
hospital emergency rooms
with a reaction that looks
like they've been on a drug
trip. This can lead to serious
confusion about diagnoses
and have rather drastic con-
sequences.
I'd like to caution all my
readers not to take more of
any sleeping preparation
than the container recom-
mends even if. they don't go
to sleep. It's better to have a
sleepless night than a misad-
venture at the hospital
emergency room.
Many of the sleeping prep-
arations that are prescrioea
by doctors won't have much
effect for more than two or
three weeks at a time. The
body quickly adapts to them
and then you're right back
where you started.
I've discussed in The
Health Letter I'm sending
you alterations in life style
that help a lot of people go to
sleep. Daily exercise is
important, but don't do a lot
of physical exercise in the
hours preceding your nor-
mal bedtime. That may
make you stay awake. The
same applies to mental exer-
cises. Don't do anything
mentally taxing just before
going to bed.
College students some-
times have trouble going to
sleep at night because
they've been studying in-
tently up to th_e_ e_ryfime
they want to turn out the
lights and go to sleep. Some-
times the brain and emo-
tions don't switch off that
'should establish regu-
larea olyu
habits. That means going
to bed at the same time,
eliminating all noise and
light and making yourself as
, comfortable as possible.
It's also a poor idea to
discuss family problems or
review past disappoint-
ments in the hours preced-
ing bedtime. In many in-
stances a few sensible al-
terations in life style and
formation of a regular habit
will solve some people's
Insomnia. When you're able
to do it that way it certainly




It is with pleasure to
announce that Connie
Curd, bride-elect o
David Beane. has selec-
ted her small appliances
from our complete bridal
registry.
Connie and David


















* FREE ADMISSION *
Plenty Of Fun ...
And Prises For Everyone!
Free Gift Bags For All
Co-Sponsored By
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Wedding Planned
Here On June 30
Miss Millicent (av Elkins
and Terry Whavne Boggess
Mrs. Shirley Elkins, 1301 Sycamore Street, Murray, an-
nounces the engagement and approaching marriage of her
daughter, Millicent Gay, to Terry Whayne Boggess, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Boggess of Kirksey Route 1.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mrs. Sally Sher-
wood and of Mr. and Mrs. R. S. Elkins, all of Murray. She will
be a 1979 graduate of Murray High School.
Mr. Boggess is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Kirt Mohler of
Kirksey. He is a 1978 graduate of Calloway County High
School and is presently employed by Century Auto Salvage.
The wedding will be solemnized on Saturday, June 30, at 6
p.m. at the Memorial Baptist Church. A reception will follow
in the church fellowship hall.
No invitations will be sent and all friends and relatives are




Clark, Baby Boy (Kathy);
1003 Olive St., Murray.
Dismissals
Reuben E. Moody, 1507
Chaucer Dr., Murray, Mrs.
Dot Emerson, 1204 Crestwood,
Murray, Mrs. Nita J. Head,
Bx. 2438 University Station,
Murray, Betty Lou Hill, Rt. 4,
Bx. 83, Murray, Mrs. Donna J.
Gibson, C-3 South Side Manor,
Murray, Mrs. Dolores Stroup,
946 So. 5th, Mayfield, Mrs.
Janet Housden, Bx. 432,
Murray, Myron D. Vanleer,
Hart Hall, Bx. 5597 MSU,
Murray, Mrs. Martha Faye
Hill, Bx. 19, Almo, John B.
Cathey, Rt. 2 Bx. 76, Murray,
Mrs. Gail F. Taylor, Rt. 6. Bx.
3, Paris, Tenn., Russell
Dowdy, Rt. 6, Murray, Mrs.
- Helen M. Michael, Bx. CR 117,
Hamlin, Mrs. Judie Todd, 106
Lankford. Paris, Tenn., Mrs.
Susan Griggs, Rt. 8, Mayfield,
Mrs. Wanda J. Gentry. Rt. 1,
Qilbertsville, Mrs. Pamela J.
Iteiffine and Baby Girl, New
Concord, Mrs. Mary L. Baker:
1209 Poplar, Murray, Henry
Lubben, Rt. 1 Bx. 484,
- Springville, Tenn., Mrs. Ida E.
McDougal. Rt. 8 Bx. 965
Murray, Audie E. Ridings,
No Electricity Is
On Island; People
Do Not Want It
By KEN O'QU INN
Associated Press Writer
MONHEGAN ISLAND,
Maine ( AP i - While people
across the nation are worried
about rising electric rates and
the dangers of nuclear power,
residents of this remote island
are getting around to debating
whether to have electricity at
the flick of a switch.
For the past 30 years, most
islanders have obtained'
electricity from either oil-
fueled household generators
or 12-volt car batteries.
But now there's a move to
bring centralized electricity to
the island, home to about 40
families year-round, 11 miles
offshore.
And while this hasn't caused
any real controversy, it's
certainly been all the talk
down at the Monhegan Store,
. the only food store on this
island that also is a summer
home to such artists as Jamie
Wyeth.
. "The 'worst thing about
living with batteries is wat-
ching a Red Sox game in the
ninth inning with the score
tied and having your battery
die," said one veteran
fisherman.
-I wouldn't like to see the
character of_.....the island
change," said Sandy Dickson,
an artist.
The proposal to build a
centralized generator,
discussed off and on for years,
is being studied by a three-
member committee. Many of
the island's residents are
fishermen and some prefer
life without regular electicity
and say they'll turn it down
even if it arrives.
But for most people, the
generators have become a
burden. Diesel Eustis growing
more expensive - many
residents burn a gallon an
Westview Nursing , Home, hour - and maintenance can
Murray, Mrs. Mary Elizabeth be costly. Hiring a mechanic
Holcomb, Murray Manor J-3, from the mainland can rim as
Murray, Thad B. Poe, Rt. 5 high as $350.
Bx. 355, Murray, Mrs. Lillie "They're just too
McDougal Lamb i expired), dangerous," said Rita White,
Rt. 2, Hazel, Mrs. Margaret recalling several buildings
Valentine (expired Fern that were lost in fires.
Terrace, Murray. Generators also are
wasteful, according to Harry
Odom, a lifelong islander who,
along with his brother, owns
the Monhegan Store. He has to
refrigerate an empty soda
cooler and keep unneeded
Your baby's tears and
smiles communicate to you lights on 
to maintain the
long before those first - pre-' demand needed to keep his
cious words. As both a generator running.
mother and a grandmother, I Because of high operating
can give you, some hints__costs. tasks requiring power,
about crying. - such. as vacuuming and
Tears may signal that
baby's diaper is wet and un- ironing, 
are set aside until
comfortable. ' It's 'easy to evening when genera
tors are
check and a dry baby is cer- running to supply lights.
tainly a happier one. And many people are fed up
Sudden, loud.iioises or an with the noise that blares until
thing startling Can produce the clattering motors are
fear and ,make baby - cry.
Comf)rting and holding baby turned 
off at bedtime.
close will usually stop the With a cable to
 the mainland
tears, dismissed as too expensive.
Crying also can say that centralized electricity would
baby is overtired. If baby still probably require an oil-fired
cries when put in bed, 'wait a generator on the island, which
while or try a. rocking chair. is about one mile wide and twoChances are sleep will•come
soon. miles long.
Of course, all babies cry- Life here is a- lesson 
in




Free For The Asking!
write
BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE COURSE
Box 307, Murray, KY 42071
The Lid t of I ashion
•
tradition runs too deep for
electricity to drastically
change that.
"You learn to improvise a
lot," said ,Mary Burton, who
vows never to trade gas ap-
pliances for electric. "We're
not going to start the
generator just to cook toast."
People here generally lay
the bread on a griddle and flip
it by hand until it's toasted.
Although younger people
seem most attached to the
traditional ways, some with
families prefer electricity and
muting water. "But not all of
them need it - yet," said Ms
Dickson, 34, who summered
here as a child and moved
from San Francisco nine
years ago. "You put up with as
much as you can for as long as
you can."
"I visit relatives in
Massachusetts and there are
TV game shows and talk
shows I've never even heard
of," said Odom. "And I'm
always unscrewing light bulbs
that don't need to be on," he
said, referring to his un-
familiarity with wall switches
Like others, Ms. Dickson
relies on kerosene lamps and a-
12-volt battery, off which she
runs' a vacuum cleaner and
television, which she rarely
watches. When the battery'
dies, it is carted in for
recharging.
The islffnd water system
provides running water only
from late spring until fall, so
at other times she reaches
down through a trap door in
her porch and fills her kitchen
barrel labeled "water" from a
holding tank for rainwater.
Like most people, she has no
telephone - there are only 10
on the island. And no new
automobiles are permitted.
although the few vehicles that
were here before the. 1974
prohibition can remain until
they rust out or stop running.
"It's important to accept
people here as recluses," said
one longtime islander
"TouristS-pour out here like
this is colonial Williamsburg
and we're little attractions."
"Maybe we just want to
move ahead a little and stil:
stay a step behind everyone
else," said Steven Rollins, a
burly lobsterman in his earl
30s, as he sat at the Monhegar.
Store, his boyish face wind
beaten from a stormy day or
the water.
To some islanders, the
thought of community elec-
tricity. means a rash of power
lines and electrical appliances
and the possibility that !nor-
summer residents may mo%,'
to the island year-round.
"Electricity will mean more
TVs and then there will be no
more dances at the
schoolhouse," Ms. Dickson
mused as she sat on the dock
where islanders greet the
mailboat three days a,week.
Those opposing 'electricity
feel its convehience should be
measured against its potential
drawbacks: a loss of in-
dependence, a dilution of, the
Spartan lifestyle that lends
charm to the island. Others
think fears of change are
overstated.
"It could be regulated to
prohibit things like electric
stoves because the cost of
power to supply them would
be prohibitive," said Robert
Burton, Monhegan's first
assessor, similar to a (IA
councilor.
VEGETABLES
How soon you use
vegetables after you purchase'
them can determine their
vitamin benefit. According to
an article on nutrition in the
April 24 Family Circle, most
root vegetables and acorn and
butternut squash can be kept
at room temperature for a
week to ten days, but leafy
green vegetables should be
eaten within 24 hours after
purchase or they lose
nutrients.
Events Listed For Community Calendar
Friday, May 11
Youth Lock-In for Grades 7
to 12 will be at 6:X1p.m. at the
Memorial Baptist Church,
Murray State University
Nursing Department will have
senior nursing students'
recognition program from 6 to
9 p.m. at the auditorium,
Student Center.
Western Rivers Workshop
will open at the Brandon
spring Group Camp, Land
Between the Lakes.
Special Screening Clinic for
hypertension (high blood
pressure) will be held from
8:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. at the
Calloway County Health
Department, North 7th and
Olive Streets. This is free and
open to the public
Friday, May 11
Calloway County Athletic
Booster Club will sponsor a
recognition dinner for all
athletes and cheerleaders,
Grades 7 to 12, at 7:30 p.m. at
the CCHS cafeteria. Buron
Jeffrey will be speaker.
Honors Day Program at
Murray State University will
start at 3:30 p.m. at Lovett
Auditorium.
Benefit auction sale by
Calloway County Fire-Rescue
Squad will be held at the
Rescue Squad Building,
Coldwater Road at Five
Points, at 6 p.m. Donations for




for ROTC, Army Reserves,
and National Guard will be in
Room 228, Stewart Stadium,
Murray State University, at 8
8.M
Regional high school track
meet for more than 25 teams
in Class AA and AAA will
continue today at Stewart
Stadium, Murray State
University.
Exploring "C" Cookout of
the Memorial Baptist Church
will be at 10 a.m. at the City-
County Park.
I HOSPITAL NEWS 1
4-28-79
Newborn Admissions
Parker, Baby Girl (Joyce),
Rt. 3 Bx. 111, Benton, Webb,
Baby Girl (Candy), 301
College Ct., Murray, Steele.
Baby Boy Robbie, 1207 E.
Wood, Paris, Tenn. 
_
Dismissals
Mrs. Helen K. Parrish. Rt. 1
Dexter. Barbara J. Gorton,
1606 College Farm Rd.,
Murray, Mrs. Mildred
Roberson, Rt. 4, Murray, Mrs.
Larue E. Spann, 1604
Sycamore, Murray, Mrs.
Glenna S. Higgins, RL 5 Bx.
384 A, Murray; John W.
Hutson, 1604 Martins Chapel
Rd., Murray, Mrs. Donna
Tynes, Rt. 1, Murray, Mrs.
Sandra L. Carneyhan, Rt. 4,
Cadiz, Mrs. Ruby L. Smith,
Bx. 235, Puryear, Tenn.,
Henry N. Edwartt, Rt. 1,
Almo, baude Myers, Rt. 1,
- Hazel, Mrs. Nell P. Hendon,
Rt. 8 Bx. 523, Murray, Glenn
C. Wooden, Bx. 264, Murray,
Luther C. Compton, 1211
Melrose, Murray, Mrs. Myra
Mund,ay, 300 N. 8th, Murray,
Mrs. Grace M. Moffitt, Rt. 1,
New Concord, Mrs. Annie E.
Walston, 1610 College Farm
Rd., Murray, W'mes P.
Taylor, Rt. 2 Bx. 79, Parts,
Term., Robert E. Davis. Rt. 8
Bx. 1020, Murray.
ZI ALPHA DELTA Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi recently elected new officers for the
1979-80 sorority year. They are, left to right, front row, Debbie Lyons, correSponding
secretary, Vicki Holton, extension officers, Norma Ormaianuk, treasurer, back row,
 Bar-
tiara Williams, president, Wanda Morris, vice president, and Joyce Nunnully, recording
secretary. The program on "The Correct Way to Wear the sorority jewelry' was
presented by Brenda Fotes. Members discussed themes for the cultural programs for
the next season and chose the theme, 'The Grand Tour,'
Saturday . May 12
Murray State's 56th spring
graduating exercises will be
held at 10 a.m in the Sports
Arena.
Gamma Gamma Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi will have a
yard sale on the corner of
North 5th and Chestnut
Streets, starting at 8 a.m.
Gospel singing featuring
The Redemption Aires will be
at Locust Grove Church of
Nazarene, located one mile
north of Kirksey just off High-
way 299, at 7 p.m.
Bethel United Methodist
Church -Youth Fellowship will
have a Rock-A-Thon from 11
a.m. to 7 p.m. at the church.
The concession stand will be
open all day for the public to
attend.
Oaks Country Club Ladies
Spring Golf Tournament will
start at 10 a.m. at the club.
Members should sign up at the
pro shop or call Grace James
Close out sale of vegetable
plants will be at the Senior
Citizens Greenhouse, 1620
West Main, starting at 8:30
a.m. Flower plants will also be
sold.
Murray High Athletic
Booster Club will mann the
counters at Burger Queen
from 7 a.m. to 8 p.m. with
proceeds of the day's sales to
go to the booster club.
Sunday, May LI
Annual Woman's Day will
be held at the Free Will,
Baptist Church with Mrs.
Arnetta Henry as speaker at 3
p.m.
Sunda,, May 13
Road block for Amy Ruth
Jones by the Murray-
Calloway County Jaycees will
be at 12th and Sycamore and
16th and Main from 11 a.m. to
4 p.m
Mr. and Mrs. Shannon Ellis
will be honored on their 50th
wedding anniversary with a
reception at the Community
Room ci the North Branch,
Peoples Bank, from 2 to 4 p.m.
The family requests that
guests not bring gifts:
Mr. and Mrs. Ovie T. Lee
will be honored on their 40th
wedding anniversary with a
reception at the Community
Room of Murray Federal
Savings and Loan, Seventh
and Main Streets, from 2 to 5
p.m. The family requests that
guests not bring gifts.
Events at Land Between the
Lakes will include slide
presentation on Wildflowers of
LBL at 2 p.m. and walk with
naturalist for Wildflower
Search at 3 p.m., both at
Center Station, and Western
Rivers Workshop at Brandon
Spring Group Camp.
Monday, May 14
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
7:30 p.m. at the Health Center,
North Seventh and Olive
Streets.
. Russell's Chapel United
Methodist Church Women will
meet at the home of. I.svene
- Carter at 1 p.m.
Monday, May 14
Dorothy Moore Circle of
First Presbyterian Church
Women will meet at the home
of Betty Robertson for a
potluck and worktune.
Monday, May 14
Rob Pennington, Ph.D. will
present an inroductory
preview of Inner Light Con-
sciousness, a guided ex-
perience in spiritual evolution,
at 7:30 p.m. For information
call 753-8842.
Parents Anonymous will
meet at 7:15 p.m. For in-
formation call 759-1792 or 753-
9261.
Singles Unlimited will meet
at 7:30 p.m. at the social hall
of the Fiest.United Methodist
Church. This is for all single
adults over 18 years of age.
Mattie Belle Hayes Circle of
the First United Methodist
Church will meet at the
church at 7 p.m.
Sigma Department of
Murray Woman's Club will
meet at the club house at 730
p.m. with program by Jean
McClure and Debbie Williams
of Shirley Florist.
Murray-Calloway County
Community Theatre Board of
Directors is scheduled to meet
at 7 p.m. at the Callowa
County Public Library.
Hazel Community Center
will open at 11 a.m. for ac-
tivities by the Hazel Senior
Citizens. Lunch will be served
at 11: 45 a.m.
BROWNIE TROOP 592, consisting of Robertson School Second G
raders, was the No.
1 cookie selling troop for Calloway County. They sold a total of 1130 
boxes of cookies
for the Girl Scout Cookie Sale here. Pictured, left to right, front row
, Jennifer Collins,
Melissa Adams, Cheryl Herndon, Angela Evans, Robin Shay; second 
row, Michelle Gan-
tt, Heather Hagood, Karen Dale, Stacy walker, Kelli Berry, Holly B
rown, Rebecca Krieg
third row, Kelli Massey, Marcie Willett, Sandy Hoke, Misti Holcom
b, Amy Young, Shelly
Foust, Bethany Hall, Laura Lawson, Anna Worley: standing, Carole H
olcomb, Cookie
chairman for the troop. Not pictured were Meredith Howe, April Line
, and ioAnn
Kelly. Top sellers were Kelli Berry with 154 and Misti Holcomb with 124
. Leader and co-
leader for the girls are -Dolores Gantt and Brenda Collins. Their assis
tants are Pat








Democratic Primary May 29
"Draw The Line- VOTE -Candidate No. 9"
What Am I In Favor Of?
'Better maintenance of our city streets, public utilities,
publicly owned equipment and vehicles.
•Correction of our many drainage problems, More new curbs-
.gutters and-sidewalks. Better quality control of new construction.
•A long range renovatian plan for the older sections of our city."
•A hotel/motel room tax with the revenues to support our shart
of the park budget and national advertising to encqurage morf
tourist trade to boost our local economy and prestige.
What Am I Opposed To?
•Any city resident being charged a fee to dump any type of
refuse at our city owned and operated landfill.
•A payroll tax on city residents, or, a city salestax.










































National "Be Kind to Animals
Week," which is being celebrated this
year May 6 through May 12, is intended
to focus the attention of each of us on
the contributions animals make to the
enrichment of our lives, the needs of
animals, and our individual respon-
sibility for the humane treatment of our
animal friends.
Unfortunately, the cause of kindness
to animals during the rest of the year is
frequently left by most of us to the local
humane society (if there is one). Of
course, we are quick to point out that
we are all "real -animal lovers," but
most of us generally hope for the best
and look the other way when we see an
animal in distress. We don't want to get
"involved" with the box of starving
puppies left by a dusty road in the hot
July sun, the injured cat left to die in a
snowy ditch by a motorist, or the neigh-
bor who regularly kicks the "slats" out
of his dog.
Recently, while investigating a
cruelty case, we sought information
from a woman who had watched her
neighbor's dog suffer from October to
April, tied in the backyard without any
shelter whatsoever. She had not even
bothered to report the case either to the
local police or to the Humane Society!
"Don't you use my name," she insisted.
"What goes on across the driveway is
none of my business."
But cruelty and neglect are
everyone's business, and the law
recognizes this. They're our business
both from a legal and from a moral
standpoint, and the woman who refused
to take any action when she saw her
neighbor's dog suffer through the long,
ABOUT mass PAGE _
Editorials, columns and other
opinionated articles on this poke are
presented for the purpose of
providing a forum for the free
exchange of differing opinions.
We at The Murray Ledger &
Times strongly believe that to limit
6pinionated articles to only those
which parrallel _the editorial
philosophy of this newspaper vfould
be a disservice to our readers.
Therefore, we encourage readers
who do not agree with an editorial
stand or the ideas presented by an
individual writer in a column or
other article, to respond with their
feelings on the particular issues
being discussed with a letter to the
editor. . 
By the same token, if an issue has
not been discussed on this page and
a reader feels that the issue merits
the attention of the general public,
we welcome a letter to the editor or
an authored article on whatever that
topic might be.
cold nights of last winter is as guilty of
cruelty as the owner of the dog.
Years ago, the English writer John
Ruskin said, "Not to be actively kind is
to be cruel." When we emphasize ,the
word "actively," we realize that it
takes more than lip service and good
intentions to be a "real animal lover"
and a responsible citizen. Were. it not
for the acquiescence and indifference of
many of us, cruelty and neglect would
have long since become rarities. Those
who ignore the plight of suffering
animals, who "mind their own
business," and who leave the cause of
kindness to others who "have more
time for it," contribute to the cruelty
and neglect of animals. They have
become part of the problem.
God gave man dominion over
animals, and at the same time He gave
each of us a responsibility for their
well-being. We cannot ignore our
stewardship. More than a hundred
years ago, a Shaker poet summed it all
up nicely:
"A man of kindness, to his beast is
kind. Brutal actions show a brutal
mind. Remember He who made
the brute, Who gave thee speech
and reason, formed him, mute; He
can't complain, but GOD's om-
niscient eye Beholds thy cruel
cruelty. He hears his cry. He was
destined thy servant and thy
drudge, BUT KNOW THIS: HIS
CREATOR IS THY JUDGE."
Pet of the Week
"Whiskers" is just one of ,the many
healthy and affectionate animals now
available for adoption at the Animal
Shelter. If you are looking for a pet,
stop by the shelter between 9 a.m. and 1
p.m. and 2 p.m. and 4 p.m. on weekdays
and between 10 a.m. and noon on
Saturdays. The adoption fee of $9 for
dogs and $6 for cats covers distemper
shots and worming. The shelter is






1822-1976 By Dorothy and Kerby Jennings
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The first football -game-oLthe season was played 
between Mur-
ray High and West Kentucky College at 
Mayfield. The lineup:
Crawford, center; Brooks, left guard; Pace, left end; 
Holland, right
guard; Forrest, right tackle; Cook, right end; Do
wns, quarterback;
Melugin, left half, and Jones, fullback.
November general election winners were: E. P. Phillips,
county judge; N. B. Barnett, county attorney; Reubin Falwell,
 county
court clerk; Joe Lancaster, circuit court clerk; L. Walter 
Holland,
sheriff; Henry Chunn, State representative; Wert Alderson, jailer
;
Hardy F. Rogers, county treasurer; Elbert Lassiter, county sur
veyor;
J. H. Churchill, coroner, and Lucille Grogan, school superintendent
.
In a running struggle of do and undo, the city council passed
an ordinance iagain enacting a stock law, "prohibits the running at
large within the city limits any horse, mare, mule, jack, jennet, bull,
cow, calf; -sheep, goat or hog." Long live Old Pied in her proper
place, and may she never again roam the streets of Murray, chortled
the editor of the Murray Ledger.
"We shall overcome" may have been an encouraging note for
a brush arbor meeting, but the claw that divides the cbtuaty had
been embedded, healed over, resurfaced to spread like a malignant
cancer across the county during these trying days and nights of the
Night Rider era, which is entitled to special consideration. None-
theless, Duncan Ilolt, the county's rencrwned philosopher, projected
a bright economic future with the cultivation and sale of scalybark
hickory nuts. Even with a lot of nuts and as many worms incapable
of turning thelide, the county girds for several years of internal
torment.
Wheels of fortune were not in a spin in Calloway County for
neighbor was against neighbor, merchant against merchant, farmer
against town people, but the wheels that 'turned the heads of a
troubled society were those announced by Elmus Beaie that he
"has purchase a -n4Ford motor car." So did it in Callowgy County
and the entire world. From this beginning point, an arbitrary
economic equator in the year of 1908, the agricultural economy of
Callaway County. slowly changed into the motor age—for better
or worse only the descendants of the people today may write the




Woe be to the shepherds of Israel that
do not feed themsel% es! Should not the
shepherds feed the flocks? Ezekiel
34:2.
The chief business of the shepherd is
to provide for his sheep. In our area of
responsibility is our chief concern the
needs of those committed to our care?
Or is it our own comfort?
WRITE A LETTER
Letters to the editor are welcomed
and encouraged. All letters must be
signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must be
included for verification. The phone
number will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten and
double-spaced whenever possible
and should be on topics of general
interest.
Editors reserve the right to
condense or reject any letter and
limit .frequent writers.
Address correspondence to:
Editor„ The Murray • Ledger &
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God's Living Letters
Shocked and grieved because some
questioned and denied the genuineness
of his apostleship, Paul wrote Second
Corinthians in the hope that this epistle
would establish his apostleship beyond
the possibility of a successful con-
tradiction. He reminded all true
Christians that they are God's living
letters. Concerning these he set forth
three things of importance:
Their Mission
II Corinthians 2:14-17
Paul's spirit burst forth in joyous
praise and enthusiastic thanksgiving to
God for His wonderful blessings upon
His children. While stressing the
glorious manner in which God leads
Christians to triumph in and through
Christ, Paul referred to a successful
Roman general leading. his victorious
troops home in a magnificent
procession. Along the way were little
altars upon which incense was burned
in honor of the heroic and victorious
general, and the atmosphere was filled
with the fragrant aroma. This aroma
hEARTIINE
Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to •answer
questions and solve problems — fast. If
you have a question or a problem not
" answered in these columns, write
Heartline, 114 East Dayton Street, West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381.. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
Include a stamped, self-addressed
envelope. The most useful replies will
be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: I recently purchased
a nursing home policy that offers pretty
good protection. But there is a clause
which states that this policy will only
pay when Medicare pays. What does
this mean? —I. T.
Unfortunately, it means just what it
says. It will only cover you as long as
Medicare will cover you. he sad fact is
that Medicare only covers a small
percentage of Medicare participants
who go into o skilled nursing facility,
and those who receive Medicare
coverage in a skilled nursing facility
rarely receive the full'`100 days of
coverage which is implied in all
government literature. If you-go into a
skilled nursing facility and do not
qualify for any coverage under
Medicare, this policy will not give you
any protection and is, therefore, nearly
worthless.
If you want a -nursing 'home polio
get one which covers you whefts-
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served as a joyous reminder of victory
and honor to the conquering hero and
his forces, but to the captives it
signified humiliating defeat.
As the sweet aroma of the incense
permeated the atmosphere on the
occasions of the triumphal processions
in the long ago, so the sweet fragrance
of the gospel of Christ must be diffused
by His servants in these and all sub-
sequent days. But who is sufficient for
this work whose end result will be life or
death? Only those under divine ap-
pointment and orders, are the
recipients of the enabling power of God.
Their Message —
II Corinthians 3:1-3 •
Through Paul's preaching and in-
fluence men and women in Corinth had
received Christ as their Saviour and
had come to walk in newness of life.
They constituted the best credential of
the Apostle's ministry, but some of
them had joined his opponents in
criticizing Paul. One of the disap-
pointments which come to those who
are engaged in the Lord's work is that
some for whom you do so much, and
sometimes the most, are those who will
oppose you.
Since his messages to them during
the months which he had lived, labored,
and witnessed for Christ among them
had been used and blessed of God to
bring about the salvation of their souls
and the transformation of their lives,
they certainly did not need any epistles
of commendation of him imp other
apostles or authorities. Instead, the
Lord and knowledgeable people con-
sidered their lives as epistles of truth,




Paul declared that' in his asserting
the Holy Spirit's seal of approval upon
his ministry he was not boasting of any
self-sufficiency, but rather of the
sufficiency of God. Remembering the
grave responsibility resting upon him
and all Christians, as they lived before
the public eye, Paul readily
acknowledged the insufficiency of all
human beings. Then, he added those
five memorable words, "our suf-
ficiency is of God." a
Paul wanted all believers to un-
derstand that God is the only source of
any real sufficiency. He is also the
substance of it. It is touching, in-
structive and impressive to see this
man of massive intellect, trained
faculties, tremendous knowledge, vast
experience, and great courage ex-
pressing such a profound sense of
personal insufficiency. Truly, God is
our sufficiency of salvation, service,
separation, and stability. The suf-
ficiency of God gives strength to
patience, solidity to hope, constancy to
endurance, and vitality to effort. In
Him is all the wisdom, love, and power












Capt. C. W. Herndon, Jr., has beat
reported wounded in action on May I id
Vietnam. He is now in a hospital in Cs
Chi.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Rosetta
Ray, 70, Mrs. Ida Mae Darnell, 81,
Luther Dowdy, 80, and D. Huron Work.
man, 70.
Murray High School's Black and Gold
Tiger Band returned today from Six
Flags Over Texas where they received
a first division rating in Class AA'•
competition of a national band contest.,
New officers of the Calloway County.
Teachers Education Association are,
Bobby Allen, Lubie McDaniel, Marcia -
Bellamy, and Eleanor Miller.
Mrs. Opal Hicks and Hoyt Roberts
were married April 27 at the Cherry
Corner Baptist Church with the bride's
son, Mark Hicks of Gainesville, Fla.,
officiating.
New officers of the Murray High
School Parent-Teacher Association are
Aude McKee, president, Mrs. John
Irvan, vice president, Mrs. R. K.
Carpenter, secretary, and Mr. and Mrs.
William Boyd, treasurers.
20 Years Ago
Sgt. First Class James E. Pool will
leave May 14 for Taugu, Korea, where
he will be stationed with the Korean
Military Advisory Group for the next
two years.
j)eaths reported include Morgan On-,
76, Jack D. Kelly, 43, and David T.
Adams, 87.
Mrs. Howard Olila, accompanied by
Mrs. Richard Farrell, will sing at the
annual convention of the Kentucky
Federation of Women's Clubs to be held
at Louisville May 12 to 14. Also at,
tending from the Murray Woman's
Club will be Mrs. John Pasco and Mrs.
J. I. Hosick.
New officers of the Murray High
School Parent-Teacher Association are
Russell Johnson, Mrs. Ted Clack,
Edgar Howe, Mrs. Jim E. Diuguid,
Mrs. Jck Belote, Capt. John Bryant,
and G. T.
Ladies suits will be cleaned for 99
cents each, according to the ad for the
Boone Laundry & Cleaners.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is
"Stranger In My Arms" starring Jeff.
Chandler and June Allyaon.
30 Years Ago
A series of farm management_
meetings for bankers, sponsored by the
Kentucky Bankers Association in
moperation with the College of
kgriculture and Home Economics at
:he University of Kentucky, Lexington,
and the Federal Reserve Banks of Si.
Louis, Mo., and Cleveland, Ohio, will be
held May 16 to 27 over the state, ac-
cording to George Hart, president of the
Kentucky Bankers Association. One of
the meetings will be held at the Murray
, Woman's Club House on May 26.
The city of Murray has asked for the
cooperation of all citizens regarding the
city grading program, according to N.
B. Billington, city grader, by the
citizens not placing oil on gravel streets
before grading and conditioning for oil
treatment.
The Rev. Dr. H. C. Chiles, pastor of
the First Baptist Church, will leave
May 16 to attend the Southern Baptist
Convention at Oklahoma City, Okla.
Charlie Thurman and family of San
Antonio, Texas, have been the guests of
his brother, the Rev. J. H. Thurman -
and Mrs. Thurman and other relatives.
•
Medicare covers you or not. The policy
you mention offers very limited
coverage, if any at all.
Heartline has written a book to help
you understand health insurance
policies and to give you some good
advice on what to know about pur-
chasing health insurance and Medicare
supplements. To order, send $1.75 to
Headline's Guide to Health Insurance,
P. 0.Box 11934, Chicago, Ill. 60611.
HEARTLINE: I will be 65 years old
in June and plan to retire then and start
drawing my Social Security and a small
company pension. I was in the service
during World War II and I received an
honorable discharge. Will I be eligible
for a Veterans Administiation pension?
— L.B.
To be eligible for a VA pension, a
veteran must have 90 or more days of
service or have been separated from
service earlier because of a service-
connected disability) and be
discharged under other than
dishonorable conditions. The veteran
must also have either a permanent and
total disability for reasons not
traceable to service or due to willful
misconduct or vicious habits, or be 65
years old.
There i also an income limitation to
be eligible for a VA pension. The in-
come cutoff figure, above which no
pensions are paid, is $3,550 per year for
a single veteran. For a veteran with one
dependent, the income cutoff figure is
$4,651, and each additional dependent
raises this figure $600.
You make an application for this at
any local Veterans Administration
office.
HEARTLINE: I am 47 and have
recently retired on disability from the
company where I worked for the last 18
years. Since! was found disabled by the
company, would I also be eligible for
Social Security disability benefits? —
R.T.
The fact that you meet your com-
pany's disability requirements does not
necessarily mean that you will be found
disabled for Social Secority. The Social'
Security disability law and the rules
your company use may be different
However, to find out, you should file an
application with Social Security. The
report of any examination you un-
derwent an establishing disability for
your company's retirement will be
considered in determining whether you




By The Associated Press
Today is Friday, May 11, the 131st
day of 1979. There are 234 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1943, the first
American territory was regained from -
Japan in World War II as U.S. forces
landed on Attu Island in the Aleutians. -
On this date:
In 1507, France annexed the Italian
city of Genoa.
In 1674, Peter Stuyvesant became
governor of New Amsterdam_
In 1858, Minnesota was admitted to
the Union as the 32nd state.
In 1898, U.S. Marines landed at
Guantanamo Bay in Cuba and the
Battle of Manila Bay began in the
Spanish-American War.
In 1910, Glacier National Park in
Montana was created by presidential(
proclamation. 
„
In 1949, Siam changed its name to
Thailand. . -
In 1972, -Ireland voted, over'
whelmingly in -favor of joining the
European Common Market.
Ten years ago: Saigon was struck by
a wave of terrorist attacks.
Five years ago: Julie Eisenhower
said her father, President Richard
Nixon, had told his family he would not
resign from office as long as one
member .of Congress supported him.
One year ago: China charged that
Soviet forces had carried out raids
inside its territory, crossing the Ussuri- "
River by 'boat and helicopter.
Today's birthdays Song writer Irving
Berlin is 91. Artist-Salvador Dali is 75.
Thought for today: There is no
security on this earth. There is only
opportunity — ffeneriii Douglas
MieArthur,-, 11110-lara 
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Worship Service 11 Oa in.
Evening Worship 6 Mpm.
EIRMAINIEL NOMURA"!
Morning Worship 11 00am.
Evening Worship I 30 pm.
MST UMW
llamas Worship 10 hi 8/11.
Evening Worship 7 Opp m.
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Sunday School 9.65 a.m.
Morning worship 10:45am
Singing, Evening Won 5 30. 6:00pm.
11000 RIVER
Morning Worship /1 00. m.
Evening Worship 130pm.
1111211, 'AIME
Morning Worship 11 00a in
Evening Worship 7 3Opm
MEMORIAL SAPTIST
Morning Worship 10 30. in
Evening Worship 6 00p in
NEW MT. CARMEL MISSIONARY
Morning Worship 11 00 a.m.
Evenum worship 7 CO p m
nun SAPTIST
Morrung Worship 11 00 a.m.
Everung Worship 6 45 p.m.
atutt" CORNER
Morning Worship 11 -00 am.
Evening Worship 7 00 p.m.
ELM GROVE SAPTIST
Morning Worship 11 00 a.m.
Evening Worship 6 15 p.m.
SALEM BAPTIST
Morning Worship
Evening Worship 7 15p.m.
SUGAR attni
Morning Wordy p 11 00 a.m.
Evening Worship 7 15pm.
. OWEN CHAPEL
Morning Worship 11 00a m.
Evening Worship 5 30p m £6 00p m.
• MOUNT NONE FREEVEIti SAPTIST
Sunday School 9 30a m
Worship II 00a m.
LONE OAR PRIMITTVE
1st Sunday 2.00p m
3rd Sunday 10 30a m
DILLTOP BArTIST
Sunday School 10 00a m.Worship Service 11 00. ni.
Evening Service 6 00 pm.
COLD WATER
Morning Services 11 00 a in
Evening Services 6.00 pin
FAITh SAPTIST
MoPrunrrWorship 11 00. in
Evening Worship-- 6- 30p m
• f WISU I If
Morning Worship 11 00am
Evening Worship 7 00p in
manures-muumuu
SUtKiik y School 10 10 am
Morning Worship 11 loam
LIEDINTTIEN NITSSIONINT RAMS
Sunday School 10 00 a .m
Preaching I/ 00am &6.00pm











  Carroll Tire Senate
mum! Your Uni-Royal Tire Dealer
1/2 Block E. of S. 12th
Phone 753-14891105 Pogue
Freed Cotham Co., Inc.
Heating, Air Conditioning, Sheet Metal
6th & Chestnut 753-4832
The J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home






641 North Hwy. 753-9002
Kenlake Marina
J.W. WILHAM - MGR.
Ski Boat and Pontoon Boat Rental
Lake State Park Ph, 474-2243
Kentucky Tried Ckicktit
"It's Finger tickin' Good"
Try Our Define's Ilea and Ron Senitividies





South 12th St. • Murray
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SO. 12th St. .Auto Glass Intittilled. 753.4563
Tubers Body
Shop, Inc. s
Go ro Church Sunday"
Randy Thornton Service Co.
a. c..adv..4 IlleMirolosirOD-ewilrerr.ersitins
SERVICE THROUGH KNOWLEDGE
802 Chestnut Phone 753-8181








Morning Worship 11 00... m
Evening Worship 7.00 p.m.
ST. NNW 11APT157 OfUlla
Morning Worship .. 10-69 a.m.
Sunday School 9 30 cm.
OUTER SAPTIST CHURCH "
Wednesday Service 6.30p.m.
Sundas. School 1000 am
Worship Service 11 .00a in
Sunday Nile
- 6 30p IT,
NEW intavtosua
Sunday School 10 a.m
'PreactungService 11 am
Nightly Service a pm
.
EAST1. 1000 BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School 10,00 am





Worship Services 10.49 a m., COO p.m.
MURRAY 06181111111 FILIMWSNIP




. Evening Service 600 pin
011801 Of JESUS COST
Of LATTER DAY mans
Woodman of World Bldg
Sunday School 1045 a .m
Evening Service 4 30 p.m.
ST. LEO CASSOCK
CIWROI
Sunday Mass 0 a m .11 a m 30 p m
Sat urthiy Maas 6 .30 p m
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
minim
Farmer Ave and 17th St. .Murray, y,
Sundays 11 OD 2 y meeting
second Wednesday I p.m•
"[Isms vemassts
Watchtower 10 30 a m
Ethic Lectire 9 30a rn
ST. JOIN'S EPISCOPAL
Worship Hour 9-49a in
Church School 11 00 • m
MIMANVEL LUTON.
Sunday School 10 19 a m
Churrh Service 11 30 a m
MINTS DAY ADVENTIST
Sabbath Srhool Sat 10 30a m
Worship Service Sat 9 15 am
AN INVESTMENT
IN YOUR FUTURE
All Kinds d Mcihers
There ore many Ailleirest Ude at auedara Same as. yeas& some
me el" maw are mall. ads my len" Sams mid semi& the hem"
edam as. full-twee homeradma They all ham ewe dein essems"
hasmer, their ea pocky toe pies be edam They mem to be pememed
of • dash seam am dews deem to kamr des their Aga Is ,ad as lea"
ly. 'They do IL owe baleis trem a aide mriety alkermai rouging
Erma ..aped knew Is tummy-ado" He maw Aim Wad el meow
yea have with brr • happy Itedier's Day die mid
Church of Christ
NEW PROVIDENCE
Morning Worship 11 %a r-





Bible Study • •Illa rn-
WorshipSernce I043am.&lpm









Everung Worship COO tam
NEW CONCORD
Morning Service 1050 a m
Everting Worship II CO m
PLEASANT V *JUT '
Morning Worship II 10. m
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Sunday School 9.49.a.mMorning Worship 10 45a r71.N Y P S Worship 5 15pmEvenuig Woralup . . .., 6 00p m
Wednesday Worship 7:00p in
LOC. NOVI MOROI
Morning Worship 11.00a.m ,.Sinday &teed ULM a.on.evening woniup 5-30 p.mN Y P 3 Worship 5111 p.m




%mien Service 11 10 a m
NOITII PLEASANT GROVE
Smiley School 0. 45 a in






10 011 a m
Ha in .7p ITS
Minuet
It 00 a m
7 09p m
PRIMITTINIAN
11 31 a m
Service 10 45 a m
Pentecostal
ALM MENNTS




Worship Services 11 00 a ..m..11:110
CALVARY Mini
Sunday Scbcol 111:11111a.m.








11111811, 310 MAN AN.7.0.p.m
111-110am
Evening Worship
&may School CHAPEL10 00 • m
WorshiingPSeworduprvIce 11 00 • mEven
7 00p m
Nos 6 ThursruisTilmin.
%may Worip IshII: a m. & 7. I: p.m.
















Sunday School 11 00axn
MASON'S 01A18. INNEN
Worship 11 00a In.
Sunday School 10:00a.m
PALEST. NOW
Sunday School 1000 am,
Worship . 11 WI Ara
suumws GINO Ur.
Illitralp Service 11: 10 a ..111
Sandiey3rhosi 10 M • in
Weeihmervecie `, ant Slain
eisarlay Ideal WOO am.
111.181111111110 IMO
Sunday School 11181 II JO
Morning Wordily 11: ft a m
ONSO NON
Sundey Scheel 10,10 am
Morning Warship 11:01a.rin
Evening Worship 7:0 pm
COMA. MONO
Worship Service 11:10 a.ni 1st & End
Sunday ., 10.00 am 3rd 6 Sunday
16 10 am. lst &Ind Surany,11:111










Worship Service 9:45 a.m.
Church School . 10.45 • m.
DONN MI1160081
Church School 10-00 a.m.
Worstup Service 11 loam
Evening Services Worship 6 30 p.m.
COWS CAMPION.
Worship Service Ilk Mem.





Tom Complete Tire Service Center
"We Service Them Alt - large or Snail"
Mu Keel
106 Caldveeter Rd. 753-7111
Carl Howard
mi• Murray Auto Auction
Thursday Night
!Ivry. $41, Limo, Ky. 153-$30O
Rudy leatt141mieer --. _ ---- - rem le egi i Met lie r. .,
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Sunday School 10 OD "-
Worship - 11 .010a.m.110 p.m
MT. NMI.
Worship Service 10 - 00 am. lat Sunday &
11.00 a.m. Ord Sunday; Sunday School
11.00 o.m. 1* Sunday 10-00 a.m. lna,
ird, & 4th Sunday •
Worship Servriglo ou a.m. End Sunday,
woo a m 4th Sunday, Sunday School
10,00 • m 1st, 3rd, & 4th Sunday. 1100





Morning Worship 9 30a m
Sunday School 10 30 a m .
1st & 3rd Sunday Night 6 00 o m
• 111100E'S CRANE VISITED
Sunday School 10 00a m
Morning Worship II 00 • m
2nd di ith Sunday Night 7 00 p m
stibm PEIALMIT earn
Smiley School 11:45a.m.Morning Worship 10:40 am.Evening 7 MI p.m.
MOM CNAPIL ORR.
Sunday School 111.00em
Morning Worship 11110:• in






403 Maple Phone 753-1713
West Ky. Rural Telephone
Glen B. Sears, Gen. Mortimer




"Serving Murray for 25 Years"
P_ele and Anthony Rutlege 106 Nile St* 713344o 61'71'511,65-
Beale Hardware
-Serving Yee Shire 11197"
Ilya Grass - bedsore
Casa & lack Knives
214 Nam 14. 7.53-1543
1 % e •
MEDICARE
DISCOUNT Oj Awisesiy,
-The Fri +, [loon ‘,1.ic,




102 N. 4th 753 5397
Murray Warehouse Corp., Inc.
GRAIN DIVISION
Highest Cash Prices for Corn,
Wheat & Soybeans
Nolourt thu. Mar. I. N. Ovilesitl. Seat
P PlIent 753 112/0
ikektagakA ZWA:
of Murray
Sunday Buffets - 1 1 to 2
wy 641 South 
753-5986
Gallimore's Restaurant
Spec,ol.zing in Colf,sh anners




510 Main St. 753-2975





Fitts Block & Ready Mix Co.
Sodding Blocks & Ready Nis Concrete
East Main Street 753-3540
Love is Love's Reward
641 Super Shell
Free Pickup & Delivery
Op,* II. 30 • .el 1190 p...
Searle/ Ope• a :00 • ra Clem 10 00 • in
Soma I ttli Plasm 755411. un
"FIREPLACE
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KING OF VALUES
BIG K RAINCHECK POLICY Big K values its customers, and will do
everything possible to have what we advertise. Should we fail and an adver-
tised item is not received from the factory by the start of The sale, Rai
n-
checks will be issued. Where quantities are limited for an item and numb
er

















Easy-going comfort in this
basic tank top of 100% nylon.
Blue, White, Beige, Peach or
















Stylish five pocket basic
western jean -in 100% cotton
denim, prewashed; with 18'.
leg opening. Medium Blue.





6 00 REG. 723
Perfect top for pants or skirts. Has
short roll sleeves with tab, short col-
lar, full placket. Made of 100% cot-
ton; hot -calendered madras. Sensa-






There's first-rate styling in these casual pants. With half
tunnel waistband with sell fabric belt and elastic back, 2
vertical welt pockets with double needle stitching along
front pockets, metal button closing with zip front, plain
back. 20", straight leg. Khaki Green. Toast Of Tan. Sizes













































.11.0%.) 41n haute. lAss,
MF 11.1(.11,1111.1.11
47 
Give her Wind Song to
powder with. It makes
her unforgettable.
1-0Z.
WIND SONG OR CACHET
COLOGNE
I \ 1 Cli\I;1111
388
I, 1




Durable canvas duck uppe, ••• "
good looking contrast stitch
insole. grooved slip reststani
REG. 5.99
,ofoy padded tricot collar.
Full cushioned terry cloth








Adorn Mom with a beautiful live orchid
41k corsage on Mother's Day.
•





Soft airy uppers, cushioned innersole Low corn-






Wood cabinet. 31 day wind. Spring
balance movement. Strikes the full


















Ounce for ounce, twice as









master charge 9-9 Mon.-Sat.
1-8 Sunday
Bel-Air Shopping Center








Charles Nute, a native of
Memphis, was elected
Calloway County boys
basketball coach by the
Calloway County Board Of
Educatitin durings its
regular season last night.
CHARLES NUTE
Nute, 36, is currently
athletic director at Kin-
sbury High School in
Memphis, where he has
guided the boys basketball
teams to a cummulative
116-67 record, including tWo
district titles and five trips
to the regional tournament.




of 116-67 and 89-31,
respectively, in the two
sports.
His baseball teams won
four league championships
and two district titles.
Nute coached basketball,
baseball, football and track
at three other high schools
over the past eight years.
At Whitehaven High, also
in Memphis, from 1969-'73,
Nute was 68-14 as junior-
high basketball coach, 27-5
as junior-high football
coach and guided the
American Legion baseball
team to a two-year 40-9
mark.
He has been elected
baseball coach of the year
three times and in 1976 was
chosen Memphi and Shelby
County -coach of the year.
Nute replaces Clayton
Hargrove, whose contract
was not renewed. Hargrove





Calloway County third baseman Bill Berberich just missed this grounder in the fourth inning of yesterday's game againstMurray High, and shortstop Stari,Simrnens was forced tc, watch. The Tigers grabbed a 14-6 triumph and advanced totoday's Sixth District final againstIlarshall County.
Staff photo by Tony Wilson
-..b3..aI
Tigers Rip Lakers, Play For Title Today
By TONY WILSON
Sports Editor
DRAFFENVILLE, KY. ' —
,.Brad Taylor was a starter... a
reliever ... and a winner




or.provided plenty of firepower
d with 14 hits, including Thomas
Kendall's 5-for-5 outing, that
?: pushed the. Tigers past
Calloway County 14-6 for their
11th straight triumph and into
today's finals of the Sixth
'e !District baseball tournament
; against Marshall County.
Murray, now 13-1,, played
;the Marshals, 7-4, for the title,
;which is the only thing of any
%uncertainty. Both teams, by
%reaching the finals, have-%
teualified . for next week's
Second Region tournament at
'.Reagan Field.
Taylor hurled the first four
innings of the contest, striking
out six and walking none as
the Tigers built a 13-0 ad-
vantage. Junior righthander
Kim Wilson replaced Taylor le
the fifth.
The Lakers pounced on
Wilson for four hits and six
runs in the frame, however,
and Taylor, who had moved to
shortstop, was inserted back
at pitcher.
He proceeded to fan Marty
McCuiston for the third out
and limited the Lakers to an
infield single the rest of the
way in improving his record to
5-0.
Kendall banged the first of
his three doubles in the first
inning and scored on Taylor's
single to left. Bruce Taylor,
Who had reached on an error,
scored when the hit was
misplayed in the outfield, and
.Paying His Dues
Brad Taylor raced home on a
wild pitch for a 3-0 Murray
lead. ,
Eddie Requarth opened the
second frame with a hit and
scored on another Kendall
ground-rule double. Kendall
scored when Brad Taylor
came through with another
RBI hit.
The Tiger's fourth frame
put the game safely out of
reach. Murray patched
together .three walks and five
hits, scoring seven more
times, for its 13-0 advantage.
Key hits in the frame in-
cluded a sacrifice fly by Tony
Herndon, back-to-back
doubles by Scott Hill and
Eddie Requarth and a line-
drive homer to left by Kendall




Former Olympic Great Jesse Owens
An Inspiration To Kids Everywhere
By WILL GRIMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
NEW YORK — Almost 4S
years after surviving Adolf
•Hitler's snub and winning foig,_
gold medals in the Nazi
:Olympics in Berlin, Jesse
.•Owens is still a man in per-.
:,petual motion.
More than any other per-
;Sonality, he has emerged as
:America's greatest symbol of
.the spirit of the Games. A
:vibrant, seemingly
.inexhaustible figure, he is
patriot, preacher, am-
bassador, teacher, an in-
spiration for all of the
hopeless, underprivileged kids
of the world.
What makes Jesse nuk?
"I'm repaying my dues,"
the handsome black athlete of
• 55 said in one of his New York
.stops this week. "Every night
.1 get down on my knees and
thank God for all that's
happened to me.
"In what other country in
the world could a poor black
kid like me go to all the places
I've been, seen all the ,things
I've seen and made so many
friends?"
Owens was in town to
promote the "The Olympiad,"
a series of 10 episodes being
_ shown_on HBO (Home Box
Office) television on Thursday
nights. One of the great
dramas of all-time, -Jesse
Owens Returns to Berlin,"is
scheduled June 7.
"There have been many
feats which I consider
superior to mine," Owens says
modestly. "I don't think
anyone will ever match Emil
Zatopek's sweep of the 5,000
and. 10,000 meters and
marathon ir 1952 or Al Oer-
ter's ! )cis with the discus
in' four successive Olympics.
Mark Spitz' seven gold medals
in swimming, all world
records, is a feat almost
defying belief.
"I regret that Mark, after
returning home, was almost
forgotten. The reason was his
own fault. He failed to pay his
dues. What an influence he
could have had on kids if he
had gone to settlement houses
and public parks. You can't
take something that doesn't
SEASON PASSES
Passes are On Sale At
The Murray-Calloway
Co. Park Office
10th Payne St. -
Purchase prior to Pool Opening and
- Sai76$5.00
Single Pass — $20.00
Family Pass — 45.00
belong to you. You have to pay
the price."
Owens has refused to let
such a fate &fall him,
although it appeared that
after his great Olympic ex-
perience he might be doomed
to anonymity. To meet
economic needs, he went on
tour and sold his talents for a
pittance. He raced against a
horse in Cuba. He led a dance
band. He lost $25,000 as a
Negro baseball promoter.
Today Owens is a successful
businessman in Phoenix, Ariz.
He is a member of the U. S.
Olympic fund-raising com-
mittee. He serves on the board
of the Salvation Army, Boy
Scouts and Boys Club of
America. He is constantly on
the road, giving testimony:
Owens said that after he
returned from Berlin, he was
lionized, hailed as a hero for a
couple of weeks and then
virtually ignored.
"The people of Cleveland,
my home, wanted to give me a
house," he recalled. "I told
them all I wanted was jobs for
me and my brothers. I wanted
to take care of my family with
dignity.
"Then I had to go back to
sitting in the back of the bus. I
couldn't eat in first class
rePttia.urants or register in first
class hotels. It hurt."
U.S. Advances
DUESSELDORF, West
Germany 1AP) — The United
States edged West.G.ermany 2-
I behind the singles play of
Eddie Dibbs and a doubles
triumph by Stan Smith and
Arthur Ashe.
Dibbs defeated Rolf Gehring
6-3, 6-2 while Ashe and Smith
beat Andreas Maurer and
Werner Zirngibl 6-0, 6-3.'
banging consecutive singles.
Pinchhitter Kirk Starks
walked to load the bases
before Stan Simmons singled
to left for a run.
Kenny McCuiston drew a
bases-loaded walk for one run
and Don Hargrove's infield h.
scored another. Kei.th
Edwards flied to left to score
Simmons from third before
Don Rogers singled to right
for the final Laker runs.
Murray High rightfielder
Alan Gibbs completed the
scoring in the seventh t)
lacing a solo homer to left off
reliever Hargrove.
-We hit the ball well ob-
viously," said *ray





Jot n Denham, c
Bill Milton. cf
Jeff Kum ye, ph
Alan C., rf
only had one strikeout for the
game. That shows we're going
to the plate to hit."
Calloway Coach Joe
Stonecipher, whose team
finished 4-7, was respectful of
the Tigers. "They're the best
team around, no doubt about
it," he said. "I knew they had
the pitching, and today they
had the hitting."
Gibbs, 4-0, was the likely
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ranked player in the world, 5-
7, 7-6, 6-2 in the first round of
the Lionel Pro-Am Tour-
nament yesterday.
Purcell, a freshman
enrolled at the University of
Tennessee,' will likely face
Vitas Gerulaitis, the No. 3-
ranked player, tomorrow at
noon CST.
The tourney format consists
of four professionals and four
amateurs. Purcell is com-
peting in doubles with Ilk
Nastase.
Purcell is ineligible to
compete for Tennessee this
season, since he transferred
from Memphis State and must
sit out a year of college play.
Tulane, Cincinnati
_ Winners In Metro-7
2 0 0 1
1 0 0 0
3 1 1 2
34 14 14 12
34 1 01 11
4 1 1 2
3 ° 1 00000
2 0 0 0
1 4 1 43111
_2 1 1 0
2 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
1 0 0 0
2$ 6. 7 4
320 700 1-14 15 2
000 060 0-6 7 4
Murray Pitching
tp r Cr ts bb so hbp
Brad Tayltx 5,1 oS 1-3 0 0 2 0 11 0
Kun Wilson 2-3 8 5 5 2 1 0
Calloway Pitraist
r er h bb oo Shy
Ricky Garland 4 13 11 10 5 1 1
Don Hargrove 3 1 1 3 1 0 1
TALLAHASSEE, Fla. —
Errors and sloppy play proved
costly to Louisville and
Memphis State in the first
round of the Metro Conference
baseball tournament.
Tulane took advantage of
five Louisville errors and 11
walks Thursday night in an 11-
4 victory. Cincinnati was
helped by three errors and at
least four walks in its 8-4
triumph over Memphis State.
Chuck Melito led 12th-
ranked Tulane with three
singles, while the rest of the
team chipped in four more
hits. Pitcher Ron Francinquez
went the distance for his 12th
win against a single loss as
Tulane improved to 32-11 and
Louisville droppectto 18-26.
Tulane bunched all its
scoring in the late contest into
the fourth, fifth and seventh
irutings.
Cincinnati scored three
times in the fifth and twice in
the sixth to move ahead 5-0,
and Memphis State never
recovered. Ray Cliett's triple
and single and Doug




record to 6-3. Memphis State
fell to 23-14.
In the third contest Thur-
sday night, second-seeded
Virginia Tech scored seven
runs in the third inning to run
away from St. LOWS 9-2
In the second round today,
top-seeded Florida -.State
meets Cincinnati, while
Virginia Tech plays Tulane.
Three losers'bracket games





MISSION, Kan. (AP) —
Auburn University was hit
with a two-year probation by
the National Collegiate
Athletic Association for a
series of football and
basketball recruiting
violations.





NCAA games through the
1980-81 season.
The basketball team ma%
not take part in postseaso7
play or televised games
during the 1979-80 season.
The probationary period
ends April 24, 1981.
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OVC Spring Championships Will Begin Monday
By TONY WILSON
Sports Editor
When the Ohio Valley
Conference women's track
and field championships begin
Monday morning in
Cookeville., Tenn., one aspect
is new, but another will
remain the same.
New is the event itself, the
first OVC championship meet
ever for the. women. But
Murray State, as usual this
season, will be rated as an
underdog in its attempt to
unseat favored Eastern
Kentucky.
But the Racers were un-
derdogs several times this
season and came away sur-
prise winners — during the
Murray State Invitational and




"So many things have to
work out right (G( us to win,"
says Murray Couch Margaret
Surunons. "Vie_ have good
MARGARET SIMMONS
depth, but no superstars. We'll
have to do well in events I
expect us to and well in some
that I don't."
To date, three Racers own
the top marks in events during
competition this season.
Karen Harding is credited
with a 40-feet, two-inch heave
in the shot, Allison Manley has
long jumped 20 feet, one-half
inch and Cheryl Clore has run
the 400-meter dash in 56.9
seconds. ,
But the list of bests in the
conference this season is
sprinkled with Murray names,
such as Jenny Oberhausen,
third best in the discus and
second in the shot; Manley,
second in the high jump;
Karen Wilson, third in the 100-
meter hurdles; Glore, second
in the 200 meters; Wendy
Slayton, third in the 800
meters; Becky Beckman and
Sharon Macy, second and
third, respectively in the 3,000
meters; and Glenda Calabro,
second in the 10,000 meters
and third in the 5,000.
Men's Track
Men's track gets underway
at 4 p.m. Monday, three hours
after the women, and
defending-champion Middle
Tennessee and Austin Peay
rank as co-favorites.
Murray State dominates the
conference bests in the middle
distances, but the Racers will
need outstanding ''"''''Pefor-
mances at other spots to have
a chance at the overall title.
"Not many people are
giving us much of a chance,"
says Racer Coach Bill Cornell.
Charles Youngren could
provide Murray with points in
the javelin and shot, where he
ranks as second and fifth best,
respectively, in the two
events.
The Racers take the top
three spots in the 1,500 meters
with David Warren (3:42.8),
David Rafferty (3:44.23) and
Pat Chimes 3:44.7) all having
Brad Taylor (with ball) fields Tim McAlister's nubber down the line and tosses to Bruce Taylor for the out. Taylor's pit-
ching helped the Tigers to a 14-6 win over Calloway yesterday and into today's district final against Marshall County.
Staff photo by Tony Wilson
After Two Straight Losses To Suns
'Sonics Trying To Bounce Back
By the Associated Press
SEATTLE — Physically,
the Seattle SuperSonics ap-
pear to be sound for Game 5
tonight of their National
.Basketball Association
Western Conference cham-
pionship series against the
Phoenix Suns.
The key will be whether the
Sonics show up for the game at
the Kingdome mentally
MAY 19,/979
NATIONAL RUN IH3R LIFE DAY
P. 0. BOX 231
MAW IELD KENTUCKY 42066
prepared to battle the Suns for
a full 48 minutes.
Lenny Wilkens, the Sonics
coach, says his club appeared
to be hesitant in Tuesday
night's 100-91 loss to the Suns
in Phoenix.
That triumph was the Suns'
second straight over Seattle
and knotted the best-of-7-
series at two.games apiece.
Early in the fourth quarter,
when Phoenix broke open
Tuesday's , game, Sonics
forward on pie Shelton
conceded, "W kind of went
tight, we we en't relaxed and
we were showing much
poise."
The ord "poise" and a
sugg ted lack of such was a
co mon phrase filtering
through the Seattle locker






When you take part in National Run For Life
Day, you'll be one of the many thousands of
beginning and experienced runners in °Vet -
60 cities across the U.S. to participate in the
world's largest running event.
But you'll be doing more than that Youll also
be supporting an extremely worthwhile cause.
By raising pledges from sponsors in your com-
munity, for each mile you complete, you'll be
helping the American Heart Association, the
Road Runners Club, and Connecticut Mutual
Life reach a one million dollar nabonal goal.
The money you raise will be used locally for
the research and prevention of this country's
number one killer, heart disease.
Of course there is one more good reason
You'll be helping your own heart,
National Run
For Life Day is NATIONAL
for everyone. RUN FOR LIFEIt's an untimed
fun run for the DAY mAY '979
whole family. So
use the coupon
below to register F R




And you'll make AMERICAN
many hearts feel HEART
better. ASSOCIATION
PADUCAH ROAD RUNNERS CLUB
YOU'LL MAKE MANY HEARTS FEEL BETTER.
I'd like to participate in National Run For Life Day. Enclosed is my $300 registrahon fee, for which .°
I will receive a National Run For.l.ife Day tshirt, button, and sponsorship forms. (You'll also be
eligible for gift certificates and prizes.) My T-shirt size is: 0 S, [-I M, 0 L, 0 XL.
Name 
Address
City _  State Zip 
Make iTherkx h1-4 pavableln awl For Life 161v.
P. 0. BOX 231
MAYFIELD, KENTUCKY 42066 •
"We're not giving up," said
Shelton. "We've fought our
way back before."
"We're disappointed we
didn't win one in Phoenix, but
we're not dying. We've won
two games in a row in this
series, too," Seattle center
Jack Sikma said.
Phoenix will be without
starting center Alvan Adams,
who, remained at home with a
sprained ankle sustained in
the first quarter of Game 3. He
is expected to be ready for
Game 6 Sunday in Phoenix.
Rookie Joel Kramer has done
a creditable job filling in for
Adams.
Seattle- won the first two'
games of the series at -home -
and there was talk of a sweep.
The series then moved to




San Antonio Coach Doug Moe.
says he hopes the Washington
Bullets will allow the Spurs to
race to a big lead tonight so
Bullets Coach Dick Motta can
test one of his theories.
"I've never seen San
Antonio really hold the lead in
the big pressure games,"
Motes said as the Bullet.
practiced here Thursday for
Friday night's fourth game of
the NBA Eastern Confereni
championship series.
The defending NBA
champion Bullets are down 2-1
after a late rally fell short
here Wednesday night and the
Spurs held on for a 116-114
victory. The Spurs had led t)
as many as 14 points midwo
through the fourth quarter
Motta was on hand here
the previous series when, thi
Spurs blew an 18-pomt
secondquarter lead before
beating Philadelphia in t!r
seventh game.
Washington coach says the
Spurs et a "rattled look" in
Weir eyes ithen they run to
big early lead. That look
Motta says, usually leads to
Spurs scoring draught.
But Moe doesn't put mah
stock in the "look" theory• ,
"I hope he gets a chance ill
prove he's right. We want t,,
be in that position," he said
qualifed for the nationals in
the event.
In the 800 meters, Warren
)1:48.8i and Chimes ( 1:49.5)
are one-two. Warren's time is
also good enough for the
nationals.
Jerry Odlin lists second best
— back of Western Kentucky's
Larry Cuzzort — in the 5,000
meters with a best this season
of 13:51.65.
Alfred Brown (100-meter
dash and triple jump) could
score for Murray with good
outings.




Murray State Coach Bennie
Purcell admits that his 26-5
team "couldn't ask fora much
better year than we've had
from a success standpoint,"
but he doesn't want to commit
himself in terms of an OVC
title when competition begins
Monday.
The last Racer team to win a
league championship was
1967, but Murray has beaten
every OVC team — with the
exception of Morehead — this
season.
ROGER BERTHIAUME_
"I've been involved in this
thing too long to start thinking
in terms of a championship,"
Purcell said.
Chris Leonard, the only
senior on the squad, is 24-6 at
No. 2 singles, while Terje
Persson is 15-15 at No. 1.
Roger Berthiaume is 21-9 at
No. 3; Firm Swarting, a fresh-
man from Sweden, is 24-7 at
No. 4; Mike Costigan is 22-9 at
No. Sand Steve Willie, another
freshman, is 25-6 at No. 6.




Cincinnati and Middle Ten-
nessee. The latter victory
halted an 18-match Blue
Raider win streak.
Last year's champ, East
Tennessee, has,since moved
from the Ohio Valley to the -
Southern Conference.
Messersmith Hurls, Hits Dodgers
To Victory; Cincinnati, Cubs Tie
By the Associated Press
For Andy Messersmith, all
the numbers were wrong. The
earned-run average was far
too high and the batting
average was a flat zero.
Then the New York Mets
showed up.
NATIONAL LEAGUE
Messersmith, in his second
tour with Los Angeles, hadn't
pitched_ a complete game in
two years and a shutout in
three. He was working on both
Thursday night until Lee
Mazzilli pounced on a fat
sixth-inning fastball for a
home run.
After the seventh inning,
Messersmith was gone — but
only for safety's sake. His
numbers were impressive: six
hits allowed and four
strikeouts chalked up on the
mound and a pair of hits,
including a two-run double, at
the plate.
And the most impressive
number was the score: Los
*Angeles 14, New York 1.
In the rest of the National
League it was Montreal 3, San
Francisco 0; Philadelphia 3,
San •Diego 2; St. Louis 3,
Houston 1, and, in a game
suspended after nine innings,
Cincinnati 7, Chicago 7.
Expos 3, Giants 0
Rodney Scott displaced
vetera r: Dave Cash as Mon-
treal's second baseman
because of his glove, not his
bat. But against the Giants he
hit his first home run in 718 at-
bats ( 292 games) in the
majors.
"It was a bonus," he said.
The homer came off rookie
Phil Nastu. "He hung one to
the smallest guy in the park,"
moaned Giants Manager Joe
Altobelli. Meanwhile, Steve
Rogers stymied San Fran-
cisco on three hits.
Phillies 3, Padres 2
Pitcher Nino Espinosa
drove in a run, offsetting the
fifth career homer of 40-year-
old Padres hurler Gaylord
Perry, as Philadelphia
chalked up its 19th victory in
the last 23 games and the
seventh straight on the road.
Espinosa, who hit an RBI
grounder in the second inning,
scattered six hits before Ron
Reed took over in the eighth.
Pete Rose's double and Greg
Luzinski's single drove in the
Phils' other runs.
Reds 7, Cubs 7 (tie)
Homers by the Cubs' Barry
Foote, Ted Sizemore and Dave
Kingman and the Reds' Dave
Concepcion highlighted the
nine innings in Chicago that
ended with the teams knotted
7-7.
The game was suspended —
to be resumed when the Reds
visit the Cubs again on July 23




COME IN NOW DURING OUR OPEN HOUSE.
FORD PINTO PONY. - e2alln;isr"
NEW DESIGN FOR '79. IPA\ 
Thts yeat sP.nto Pony is new up front
new in back and new inside it pay









MOST ROOM FOR THE
MONEY OF ANY CAR.
B ased on EPA volyme ,ndex and stfcffe' Pr ,r.es











701 Main - 753-5273
FORD MUSTANG. A NEW BREED FOR'79.
Aerodynarn,c styl,ng and great choice of models make the 79 Mustang
one nt the most exc,hng Mustangs ever iWhite s.dewalis $4300




Front-wheel delve and rack
and Orion steering help Fiesta
tame the road And its sold and
serviced at over 5 000 Ford
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John's The Boss
Rookie Narron Knows When To Let Pitcher Talk
Ky the Associated Press
dive Jerry Narron credit -
the rookie catcher of the New
York Yankees knows when to
butt out.
Narron made his second
major league start Thursday,
filling in behind the plate as
ctegular catcher Thurman
Munson took a turn as
designated hitter. On the
mound was Tommy John, the
crafty 36-year-old veteran for
whom the New York Yankees
Spent $1.75 million on the free
agent market next winter.
AMERICAN LEAGUE
Narron had the great good
sense to let John, a veteran of
457 major league games over
17 seasons, do his thing. The
result was an artful seven-
hitter as the Yankees be'at, the
Seattle Mariners 8-1 and the
unbeaten John became the
major leagues first seven-
game winner.
"I let John call most of the
game," said Narron. "It's not
hard for any catcher to catch
Tommy John."




Baltimore downed Oakland 3-1
and Chicago defeated Kansas
City 5-2.
John gave up a run in the
first 'inning on Tom Paciorek's
410-foot triple, but Yankee
leadoff man Mickey Rivers
got it right back by slamming
Tenris
the first pitch from Mariners
starter Odell Julies into the
rightfield stands.
Reggie Jackson added a
run-scoring single later in the
first, the seventh game in a
row in which Jackson has
driven in at least one run.
Indians 8, Brewers 1
Eric Wilkins and Don Hood
combined for a five-hitter as
Cleveland beat the Brewers,
putting the game away with
five runs in the eighth inning.
Ron Pruitt drove in three
runs, two of them on a double
in the'eighth.
Angels 5, Red Sox 3
Brian Downing hit a two-run
homer, a double and a single,
Rod Carew, Carney Lansford
and Rick Miller doubled and
Don Baylor had three singles
to lead California's 12-hit
attack against the Red Sox.
Jim Rice hit his fifth homer
of the year for Boston, which
kept the score close by killing
a seventh-inning threat with a
triple play. With Carew on
second and Baylor on first,
second baseman Jerry Remy
snared Joe Ruth's liner and
flipped to shortstop Rick
Burleson to double up Carew,
then and Burleson threw to
first to nail Baylor.
Orioit43. A's 1
- Gary Roenicke's seventh.
homer or the season was
Baltimore's game-winning
run, putting the Orioles up 2-0
in the fourth inning against
Weis, Rift Advance
In MAW Doubles-
CLEMSON, S.C. - Murray
State's Karen Weis and Bitsy
Hitt defeated Cindy Corey and
Leigh Shepard of Wake Forest
'art, 6-3 yesterday in the first
round of the AIAW regionals
at Clemson University.
The duo played Tennessee's
Ticta and Paula Kelly today.
The Vol team is 33-0-on• the
season.
Weis, who also competed in
singles, lost to Susan Smith of
South Carolina 6-3; 6-2.
Tiger Netters
Take 3rd Match
BENTON, Ky. - The
Murray High boys tennis team
won its third straight match to
up its record to 3-2 with a 9-0
shelling of Marshall County
yesterday.
• -The results:
Murray 9, Marsha Colony 
Brett Warner d Mickey Lee 11-1,
Mickey Cochran d. Tony Farnurn H.
Mark Overbey-d Dale Toney 6-2; Paul
Austin d Robbie Scott 14, Mike
Cannock d Mike Matclus H. Russell
Edwards d Billy Holt 191
Austin-Cochran d. Lee-Farnurn 9-7;





-1978-Grand Prix, silver-in color, red deluxe
velour inside, power moon roof, special honey
comb wheels, deluxe bumper, rocker panel
chrome, body side molding, paint stripes V8,
60/40 split bench power seats, power brakes,
tilt wheel, cruise control, power windows,
automatic temperature control, AM/FM
stereo and power antenna. Instrumenton
group, light group, convenience group, digital
clock, illuminated visor mirror, power locks,
rear window defrost, dual remote rear view
mirrors, interval windshield wipers, low






tinez stopped the A's on three
hits. -Martinez really goes
after them," Orioles Manager
Earl Weaver said -He's got
all four pitches and he knows
how to use them." •
White Sox 5, Royals 2
Claude]] Washington hit a
homer in the first inrung and a
triple to set up a run in the
sixth, then singled to trigger a
three-run eighth that carried
the White Sox past Kansas
City.
After Washington's single in
the eighth, his fourth straight
hit, Chet Lemon walked and
Eric Soderholm, Rusty Torres
and Wayne Nordhagen
delivered run-scoring singles.
Sports At A Glance
Baseball Leaders Baseball Standings
AMERICAN LEAGUE
BAITING , 65 at bats -Kemp, Dot.
415, Smalley. Min. NV. Pryor, 370:
Wilfong, Stm, 370; Lemon, Ctu, 389
RUNS-Lynn, Ban, 28, Otis. KC, 27.
CWashgtn. 5, Smalley, Mm. 35; Rice,
Ban, 24, LeFlore, Det, 24.
RBI-Baylor, Gal, 31, Lynn, Bin, 30,
Porter. KC, 29, Cooper, Mil, 27, Lexcano,
Mi. 31
HITS-Smalley, Mm, 44. Lemon, Clu,
41, Horton, Sea, 40: Lanaford, Cal, 39,
C'Washon, Chi, 39
DOUBLES-Lemon, Chi, Cooper.
10; Downing, Cal. 10; CWashgtn, Ch,
10, Norwood. Mm. 9. BBell, Tex. 9
TFtIPLES-LeFlore, Dot, 3; R-Iones.
Sea. 3. 18 Tied With 2.
HOME RUNS-Lynn, Ban, 13; Thomas.
3411,9;Singleton. Bin, 8; Smalley. Mtn, 8. 5
Tied With 7.
STOLEN BASES-LeFlore, Dot. 13.'
Jens, Sea, 13, Otis. KC, 12. Manning, ('le.
S. Randolph, NY. S. ftJones , Sea, 8. Wilts.
Tet,
PITCHING r4 Dectsiona +-Joh. NY, 7.
0, 1000. 17*, Koosrnan, Mm, 5-0, 1.000,
4.23, Kern, Tex, 4-0, 1.000, 153; Marshall,
Mm, 5-1, 403,0.38, Jenkins, Tex, 4-1, 800,
334, Drago. Ban: 3-1, 750, 3.20; Torres,
Ban, 3-1. 750, 4.38: Barnes, Chi. 3-1, 750,
338
STRIKEOUTS-Ryan, Cal, 43, Guidry.
NY. 40, Jenkins, Tex, 39. Koosman. Min.
31; Torre:, Ban. 30. Wortham, Ch. 28:
JJotutsonl Oak. 28
' NATIONAL LEAGUE
BATTING (65 at bats +-Bea7-1m
.375: Winfield. SD, 357, Foster. Cln. 353;
Rose. Phi, 352, Cromartie, Mtl, 351
RUNS-Concepcn,Cin. 28, Wmfield, SD.
.25, Puhl, 06th. 24, Lopes, LA. 23: North,
SF 23
RBI-Foster, Cm. 27, Winfield, SD, 25;
Kingman, Chi, 24, Carter. MAI. 24. Cabell,
06th. 24
1.131S-Winheld. SD, 45: TScott. StL, G.
Russell, Lk 42; Concepcn. Coto. 41. Foster.
- CM, 41: Griffey, ('in, 41
DOUBLES-Parrish, MU, 12;
Cromartie. Mtl, II. Kllrnands. Stl.. It
Reds, StL 10: Morgan. Cln, 10.
• TRIPLES-TScon,Stl- 6. Winteld, SO.
5. 7 Tied With 3. '
HOME RUNS-Kingman. Chi. 9: Sch-
midt, Plu, 9. Murphy, An. 9: Carter, MI
8, Dawson, MU, 8, Matthews, Atl, .8
STOLEN BASES-MorSno, Pgh, IS.
Cabell, Htn, 11: TScott. StL, 10; Morgan.
('in. 9: Jena, Mtn. 9: Lopes. LA. 9
PITCHING - 4 Decisionst-Ruthven,
Phi H. 1000, 1.65: BLee, Mtl, 4-0; 1 MO.
3.88: Espinosa, PM, 5-1, 4133, 125; Blue,
SF. 6-2. 756, 4.12: Grinuiey, 34, .750.
370. Rogers. MU. 3-1. 750. 335. Reed, Phi.
3-1, 750. 0.55, Littell, StL 3-1, .750. 2.55.
STRIKEOUTS-Richard, Htn. 54:
''Sutton. LA, 37; Blue', SF. 35: PNiekro.




CHICAGO WHITE SOX- Purchased the
contract- of Rich }Tinton, pitcher. from
Iowa of the American Association
Optioned Thad Bosley, outfielder, to Iowa
National League
CHICAGO CUBS-Released Gene
Clines, outfielder, and added turn to the
coaching staff Called up Bill Caudill




CLEVELAND BROWNS- Signed Rich
Chute and Rex Mackill, defensve ends,
Pat Healy, running back. Edward
Delgado, kicker, Ken Mullens.
linebacker. and Joe Henry, tight end, to
free agent eontracts, - -
DENVER BRONCOS-Signed Larry
Pethovsek, offensive tackle; Jeff Hiller,
cornerback. and Vince Thompson and
---,Herman Conker. -running barns,- to.-fuan__
agent contracts
MIAMI DOLPHINS-Named Steve
Crosby special teams coach. effecive in
July
OAKLAND RAIDERS- Signed Obie
Graves. running back, to a free agent
contract Announced the retirement of
Pete Banaszak„ running back
SAN FRANCISCO 49ERS- Signed
Kevin Shea and Dan Melville, punters. to
free agent contracts
SEATTI.E SEAHAWKS- Signed
Charlie Coles, tackle. to a three-year
contract
TAMPA BAY BUCCA-NEERS--Signed.
Steve Levenseller, defensive back. Bo
Adkisson, punter-place kicker, Dick Bell. "
deferunrepecide, Elton Garrett, tight end,

















14 15 413 6,1
Oakland 12 19 3V 94
Seattle 10 22 312 12
Itstuhday's Games
New York 8, Seattle 1
Cleveland 8, Milwaukee 1
Baltimore 3, Oakland
California 5 Boston 3
Chicago 5. Kansas City 2
Only games scheduled
- Friday's Games
Te1113 'Corner 2-3. at Toronto
.Le.riariczyk 2-1,, ,n ,
Seattle t McLaughlin 1-1 at Baltimore
Stone 2-1. .ni
Oakland .Minetto 1-01 at Hinton Stan
ley 2-21„ n
,
California 'Tanana 1411 New York
Hunter.0-2t, 
Milwaukee "Sorenaen 44a at Detroit
.Fidrych 041, ni
Cleveland ,Wne 3-3. at Minnesota
'Hartzell 1-1 4 .11)




W L Pet GB
711 11 145
Is 11 -di
18 13 3111 2
16 14 .533 34
11 13 458 5,
10 18 357 8,-+








W L Pet. GB
Philadelphia 21 7 .750
Montreal 19 6 704
St Loins IS 13 .536 6
Chicago 12 12 500
Pittsburgh 11 15 '423
New York 9 18 333 ,1--
WPRT-
Cincinnati 17 12 516
Houston ID 13 •-5.111
San Francisco 14 17 452 4
Las Angeles 15 It 455 4
San Diego 12 10 375 6-,
Atlanta . 9 19 321 7-7
Tbaniday's Games
Cinannan 7, Chicago 7, game sus
Derided. 9 innings, transportation cliff,
culties
Philadelphia 3, San Mega 2
Montreal 3. San Francisc-o 0
St. l_oun 3, Houston 1
Los Angeles it. New York 1
Only games scheduled
Friday Games
Cincuman 'Bonhani 14+ a!
0-2,. in+
Atlanta 'McWilliams 1-2 at St
,B Forsch 0-2 t. in
Chicago' Re uschel 1-4 kt Housor
crib 2-1,, in
New York 'Kobel at San r 'etc
'Mtge n
Montreal 'Lee 4-0. at Los Angeles Ha-,
1941, (n
Philadelphia 'Carlton 2-2) al San Fra,-•
risco 0Knepper 3-4 n
HOCKEY
National Harkey League
ST LOUIS BLUES-Named Keith Blase




Dykehouse head women's basketball
C04101
HOBART COLLEGE-Named David
Wick, head football coach, to additional
duties as head lacross coach
LONG BEACH STATE- Named Dick




Colonial is in need of owner/operator or operation with drivers, due
to increase in business and additional authority.
From Murray, Ky. and West Tenn, We are now operating drive in as
Well as refrigerated vans.
If you have a late modet, 3 axle diesel, sleeper cab tractor and have a
driver at least 25 years of age with a minimum of 2 years over the road
experience and a good background, then do yourself a favor and con-




East Calloway and Nturna:.
Middle split two meets in
Tü"fffotgh -tratic---action
yesterday.
The Laker boys took a -
decision, while the Tiger
were 67-33 winners.




East Calloway 16, Murray Middir
DISCUS -Thornton 100-2 V,.
, F., aartow
sum - Halms, 18-ll ,
Denlum ,M.
HIGH SUMP --- Garrison. 92 lit,. •
14 t, Holloway. ,
LONG JUMP • Hollowsr ,
Garrison, McCiuston. M,„
38-YARD HURDLES - Tiorsar •, 2
McCuiStOn Bargees M7
440 RELAY -- Murray iiiain•Te-
McCuiston, Evans, Glavin ,. 52
100-YARD DASH Gla•- •
Garrison. Billington .91,
MILE - Wicker. 5 36 4 •
Nunnally
880 RELAY Murray .
Billington. Evans, 1 47
440- Chadwick. 635. Tursak •
,m,
- Wicker. 2 339 Dowdy. St..; 1.r •
M1
.X0).--,garri3011, Ey6166 M ,
- competitors from
ntherwise-noted
Murray Middle 17, Lan 32
DISCUS -• Roberts .M ta2
Kelly
SH(JT - Fos 34, 20-0,






4441 RELAY Murray now.,
Farley, Fordi, 570
100 YARD OAS}, Nan,.
elttldreset Iddraibtrat
50-YARD D/LSH - *Nark-;
Childress. McCuiston
880 HEI.AY Fast .9.1c4'tii.o.,
don. Miller. iluldrshat. 2 in 4
440 Rousse .'Mt. 1 ($ fl P
Underhill •
MO Rousse ,M., 2 5( 0 lf,
Hanesworth .M t -









FET 1..62 to 2.98
cAaxelSAILE




$1 62 PER TIRE
No thump ply, tough, aggressive
polyester cord body, long mileage . Disco vat cards moan odditilmai savings. stop 4 toarfi,tread, bold, sparkling white stripe
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DR 78-14 71.85 2.27
'
,
ER78-14, 73.80 ii:V 2.38
' FR 78-1( 76.95 53.17 2.55
G R 78-14 79.80 54.93 2.65






GR 78-15 , 80_,90 55.80
.
2.73




L. R 1 g 9nit  66.15 ' 3.30 d
NATIONAL
AIR FLOAT CUSTOM
• Rugged polyester cord body
• Wide, seven rib tread design































Wel befell well resister pleat,
*item points sad cealleaser; et*,
18r8111rstilw; all polite twill sad
rlarary; teas battery sad cbargirta
system sad bispect part*. flactruak
Jaw/tree cart fa less. tra's end








Set of 4 Installed



























The menus for the various
lunchrooms in the city and
county schools for the week of
May 14 to 111 have been
released by Glincia Jeffrey,
foods supervisor for Murray
City, and Joanna Adams,
foods supervisor for Calloway
County. The menus are
subject to occasional change






gravy, meatloaf ; Thursday-
pizza, tacos; Friday-beef and
gravy, submarine. Ham-
burgers, hot dogs, salad bar,
and a variety of fruits,
vegetables, and desserts are
featured each day.
MURRAY MIDDLE--
Monday-corn dog or pizza;
Tuesday-beef stew or ham-
burger; Wednesday-turkey
and gravy or chef salad;
Thursday-hamburgers or fish
sandwich; Friday-roast beef
sandwich or pizza. Desserts
and a choice of fruits and











mixed fruits, cookie; Friday-
sack • lunch - consisting of



























Oattbseitimi *A Maim Cooks'
BARRM'S
SERVICE CENTER
(639 S 4th St.
Phone 753-9868
 I
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wagon, turkey and dressing;
Thursday-hamburger, pizza,
chili dogs; Friday--
hamburger, sack lunches. A
variety of vegetables, fruits,





















Hamburgers will be served
on Monday, Wednesday, and
Friday, and hot dogs on
Tuesday and Thursday except
on days when sack lunches are
being served at the elemen-
tary schools. Menus for the
week were planned by the
individual cafeteria
managers, Mrs. Adams said.
FORT BINNING, Ga. —Pvt.
William L. Hale, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Jerry W. Hale,
Route 1, Almo, recently
completed One Station Unit
Training (OSUT) at Fort Hen-
ning. Ga.
OSUT is a 12-week period
which combines bask com-




squad tactics, patrolling, Ian-
dmine warfare, field com-
munications and combat
operations. This qualifies the
soldier as a light weapons
infantryman and as- an in-
direct fire crewman.
Soldiers were taught to
perform any of the duties in
a rifle or mortar squad.
He entered the Army • in
January 1979.
MISS YOUR PAPER?
Soboailsors Mos Paso not
rocoival stook hoosts-stolvored
airy of So Morro" Wier
Tinos by 5:30 p.m. Monday-
Fridey
.
 or br 3:310
Sirtordoys ors urged to
753-1416 below* 5:30 p.a.
sod 6 pa., Mostdory•Friday, or
3:30 p-114. and 4 p.a. Sew-
days, to low* dolivery of Hot
nowspopor. CAA most bo
pieta by 6 p.m. irinlidays Sr









South of Murray on
Id Murray-Paris Road.
For Transportation
on one of our buses
phone 492-8206




Gospel Broadcast: Sunday 8:30 A.M.
WNBS RADIO (1340)
Searching the Scriptures. Sunday 12:30 P.M.
WBBJ-TV. Ch. 7
"A Warm and Friendly Welcome Awaits You"
rKESENTS CHECK — Joan Hemdon (left), senior regent
of Women of the Moose, and Lil Cooper (right), senior
regent-elect, present a donation from the organization to
the Murray-Calloway County Mental Health Center. Don
Brock, center supervisor, accepted the check The
Women of the Moose also made a contribution to St.
Jude's Children Hospital in Memphis, Tenn.





The government has in-
creased the interest rate on
U.S. Savings Bonds for the
first time in 51/2 years,
meaning extra money for
millions of Americans.
The increase announced
Thursday takes effect June 1
and raises the interest rate
from 6 percent to 61/2 percent
on bonds held to maturity,
Carolyn M. Johnston,
director of public affairs for
the Savings Bond Division of
the Treasury Department,
said that 'statisticians were
still calculating what the
increase would mean in
dollars and cents to individual
bond holders.
In general terms, however,
she said that holders of Series
E bonds will be able to collect
more when the bonds, reach
maturity; if you buy a $25
bond, you will get more than
$25 when it reaches maturity.
Holders of Series H bonds,
meanwhile, will get an in-
crease in the semi-annual
payments they receive.
Bondholders do not have to do
anything to get the extra in-
terest; it is automatic.
6 MSU Students Chosen
Six Murray State University
students, including two
graduating seniors, have been
selected for 10-week summer
missionary assignments
within the continental United
States by the Kentucky
Baptist Association and the
Southern Baptist Convention.




Angie Weaver, Calvert City;
Marla Coffey, Hickman; and
Joyce Black, Grantsburg, Ill.
The daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Vinson Lisenbee, Route
2, Crofton, Peggy, 21, is -a
junior majoring in elementary
education at Murray State.
Beginning June 30 with an
orientation sessioh in Topeka,
Kan., she will be doing general
mission work, including
surveys, backyard Bible
schools and working with
churches and ministers in
Kansas and Nebraska.
Reagan, 20, is a junior
physical education major and
the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Hobson Reagan, Jr., 202
Routon Street, Paris, Term.
His appointment begins with
an orientation session in
Charleston, W. Va., and he
will be working with churches
in revivals and vacation Bible
schools as well as preaching
across the state.
Miss Martin, a sophomore
Spanish and journalism
major, is the daughter of Dr.
and Mrs, John D. Martin, 471
Seven Springs Road,
Clarksville, where her father
is a professor of psychology at
Austin Peay State University.
She will be Working on the
Navjo Indian reservation in
the north and among the
Mexicans in the south of
Arizona following a three-day
orientation period- beginning
June 6 in Phoenix.
A journalism major, Miss
Weaver, 21, will receive her
undergraduate degree
Saturday at the university's
56th commencement exer-
cises. The daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. William J. Weaver, 639
Hawthorne, Calvert City, she
will be working with the
Copeland Baptist Missionary
Church at Copeland, Fla., in
the Ft. Myers area.
Miss Coffey, 19, is a
sophomore majoring in social
work and the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. 'Billy Coffey, 201
North 7th Street, Hickman.
She will be working with
Baptist churches in Cherry




And still searching for the grocery store and moo
closet space?
It's my job to help you feel at home fast. As your
WELCOME WAGON Hostess I can supply answers
to your new neighborhood questions and bring 
a
basket of gifts to delight your family.
Hundreds of people like you in Murray have
called me. I hone you will. too._
(VrosnAriliforc mathrygZitt4.7834, 1,70
June 6 in Harrisburg. Pa.
Miss Black, also a
graduating senior, is a
business education major and
will be working with churches
in the Orlando, Fla., area.
With exception of Miss
Coffey, whose appointment
came from the Mission Board
of the Southern Baptist
Convention, the other five
received their appointments
through the Student Work
Department of the Kentucky
Baptist Association. All six
are active in the Baptist




















107 N. 3rd Street
Murray, Ky.
Hours:
7 A.M. to 5 P.M. Washdays





Olympic Plaza Shopping Center Murray, Ky.




1-burner butane stove is compact & ea









High-intensity focused beam sealed for long life,











Reg. $24.98 Now $1 999
Coleman Deluxe
2 Burner Stove
Reg. $29.98 Now $2498
48 Qt. Ice Chest
High impact plastic won't rust, 
stain,
or absorb odors. Has 
polyurethane




25" x 72" folding aluminum cot with canvas
cover.




Zebco s' 33 spates*
100 yds of Stree mono-
filament & 6- 2-pc rIrt
Reg 29.99
Zebcc" 404/.4040 Combo
' " selecttlye antireverse, powerful spring-loaded drag ?'C°6'






- nigh! vision 
721°C)00e°40 epves r'n4;-
I I urrii nal ion while protecfin-c
by Brine.manr'
t!: spot lite tn, special
6'99Requir 74 99
















A mock disaster of a railroad tank
car derailment containing liquid
chlorine was held at 1:15 p.m. Thursday
to test the efficiencies of the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital's disaster
plan and the ability of various city and
county ageric ie s to implement their own
plans.
The spill and explosion was near the
Louisville and Nashville office on
Maple Street. Students from the
Murray Area Vocational School acted
as victims suffering from chlorine
burns, chlorine inhalation, eye
irritation, broken bones, shock,
lacerations and heart failure.
Victims were given cards describing
symtoms of the injuries they were to
have suffered. Members of the Com-
munity Theatre used moulage and
theatrical make-up on victims to help
resemble injuries of a real disaster.
The Mercy Ambulance Service
transported the victims to the hospital.
The Murray City. Police and the
Calloway County Sheriff's Department
assisted in clearing traffic for the
transportation of casualities and
provided other assistance wherever
necessary.
At the hospftal, the victims were
examined, tagged and transported to
the appropriate departments for
treatment.
The Calloway County Fire-Rescue
Squad, the Murray Fire Department
and the Murray chapter of the
American Red Cross also participated
in the drill.
Willard Ails, hospital director of
pharmacy and coordinator of the
disaster plan, stated that the drill was a
positive approach to a negative
problem. He added the disaster in
Waverly, Tenn., was a primary reason
for the drill.
"We need to have some kind of plan,.
It's better than no plan at all," AllS
said. "The hopsital needs to /be
prepared so patients can be dispuised
for the best possible care.
"It is a, learning process. And it is
good that we had it at this time because
It did indicate some facilities in the
hospital need to be updated."
Ails added that he was pleased with
the teamwork displayed by the agen-
cies involved.
"No one can do it alone. We need
teamwork. I don't think it could have
been any better. Everyone responded
well and worked well together," Ails
said.
He added that he appreciated the
people realizing that the drill was for
the betterment of the community.
Charles Allen, Louisville and Nash-
ville representative from Memphis,
stated that he was pleased that he could
assist in the drill.
Staff Photos By Matt Sanders
MOCK DISASTER — These pictures depiceinjury victims and relief efforts during Thursday's mock railroad tank car
- derailment. Victims were suffering from a liquid chlorine spill and explosion. The disaster was to test the Murray-
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LITTLE WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!







be submitted by 12















tunity available cussed on
merit Must nave a car and
be bondable










 FREE  STORE 759 4600
2 NOTICE
GOD IS LOVE. I John 4 8
"But seek ye first the
kingdom of God. and His
rightousness, and all these
things shall be added unto
you " Matthew 6 33 24 hour
phone, answered by God's
servants NOT A TAPE. 759
4600. Bible Facts and Free
Store. Hear our broadcast
Sundays at 12: 30 on WSJP. 
MEMORIAL CHURCH, '10th
and Main, honors all mothers
this Sunday. Welcome.
Honor your mom by honoring
God
BIBLE CALL
Near Friday, Saturday IL
Sim* 'lb, Power of






ACROSS 4 Man s name
I' Ancient Per 5 Conflict
vans 6 Thin slice
5 More secure 7 Toward shet-
II Father, e g ter
12 South Amer 8 Novelty
ican animals 9 Printer's
14 Article measure
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Sleep World All types
mattresses and box springs.
Innerspring, foam, flotation
Discoun.t prices. Largest
selection this area. Sealy and
King Koil. 211 Wood St.,
Paris, TN. (Next to Nat. Gas
Office) Wait and see us
you'll be glad you did. 














SURE" • ONCE I EVEN
WANTED TO CLIMB THE
MATTERHORN
`s-
I FEEL LIKE I SWAM N
HERE AcRp55 TwE

















Also large selection of
bedding and vegetable
plants, 50 to 75 cents a
box.
Located on Hwy.







3. CARD OF THANKS
THE FAMILY of Eunice
Morton express sincere
thanks and appreciation for
each act of love and kindness
Shown throughout the ex
tended illness and recent
death of our wife, and our
mother. Melvin, Sue, and
Nancy.
4. IN MEMORY
In memory of Jimmy, who
would have been 19 today,
but was called home to God
on August 18,1978.
Your gentle face and
patient smile with sad-
ness we recall
You hod a kindly word for
each ond died beloved by
all
The voice is mule and
stilled the heart that
loved us well and true
But bitter was the trial to
port from one so good as
you
You ore not forgotten
loved one nor will you
ever be
As long os life and memory
lost we will remember
there. -
We miss you now, our
hearts are sore
As time goes by we miss
you more
YOLK loving smile your
gentle face












YOU SAW PERFECT. RIGHT
THE NUMBER OF
BABIES„ FINGERS,











6. HELP WANTED 
CHRISTIAN LADY to cook
at Johnathan Creek Baptist
Assembly. Experience in
institutional cooking helpful,






111 Poplar St., Murray, KY.
MANAGER NEEDED for
local Burger Queen. Call 753-
6025 and ask for Ken Asher.,
NEEDED IMMEDIATELY
an auto parts and paints
salesman. Salary plus
commission, $25,000 possible.
Car and expenses furnished.
Apply with past work record
JO P.O. Box 32 R. Murray,
KY. 





59.y2268in Aurora, KY. Call
WANTED: RESPONSIBLE
baby sitter for 3 children.
Call 492 8784 anytime.
WA-I4TED: DELIVERY
man, apply in person,
AK iemnto, icyuck  Candy Company,
9. SITUATIONS WANTED 
WOMEN WOULD like to
hang wall paper and paint.
Call after 3 pm, 437-4617.
10. BUS. OPPORTUNITY
SWIMMING POOL
distributor has surplus brand
new - first quality above
ground family pools com-
plete with. Filter, ladder,
Sun deck, stairs, pump,
completely installed only
5796. No money. gown, terms
arranged to fit your budget.
Call warehouse_ toll free in
Kentucky area 1 800 292 9438.
• EISewhere call collect (50)
458-1562, 
14. WANT TO BUY
HALF ROUND, light treated
wood fence posts, any
amount. Call 753.81545, 
-JUNK CARS. Call after 5 pm,
474 afr34. 
WANTED TO buy: standing
timber, top prices paid. 489
2334.




playpen, swing and walker.
All in excellent condition.
Call 753 2659_ •
HOSPITAL BED and Tat
tress, both in real good
condition Call 753 1803 after
4 pm.
I CAN'T HELP IT..)
I ALWALeS LAu6H!
YOU SAID TO 60 OVER
TO THAT PLACE AND
GET YOU THAT THING
NO -I GOT MARRED
INSTEAD t-
cc.
IMAGINE , TWINS ! LikE
THAT OLD SONG, A BCY
FOR YOU, A GIRL
FOR ME,,, .16




speakers; Ph ifco console
,tereo, 25" RCA color t v
Call 753 4865.
FOR SALE, Nails 8 and 16CC
sinkers 50 no box $15.50;
styrotoam insulation , -2" 4X8
$2.40, 1" 4 X 85380. particle
board five eighths inch 4X8
$4.25; plywood ' 2" 4X8 $7.50,
five eighths inch 4X8 $8.25,
)4" 4X8 $11.00, exterior
siding 4X8 $7.00 and up;
paneling 80 selectioes of 4X8
sheets from 52 95 to $7.75;
cedar closet lining 4)(8 $5.00;
doors-$5.75 and up; cabinet
topping 30 cents sq. ft..
vanities 560 and up; tub kits. 
$30and up. shower stalls
$135 complete; carpet $3.50
Sd• Yd. by the roll only; inside
window shutters 10 cents
vertical inch, kitchens' base
and wall cabinet $120. Tuck
Salvage Mdse., Inc., Hwy. 45,
one mile So. Martin, TN
38237. Phone: (901) 587-3000.
Open Saturday till 3 pm. 
HIDE A bed sofa; traditional
sofa, 2 barrel back chairs;.3
French tables; all like new.
GE stereo system; 4 steel
belted radials, B-78X13; CB
base antenna; low table. Call
753-5342.
14 ft. POLARCRAFT
Jon boat, 25 hp John-
son motor, electric
start, with trailer.
Also a camper topper
to fit a long wheel base
truck. Call 437-4846.
1972 LTD FORD car, one
owner, all power and air, in
perfect shape. 1964 Ford
pickup, needs repair. 21"
Sears black and white
television, perfect shape. 10'
heavy duty aluminum flat
bottom boat. And a Case 3
point hitch, 2 roll corn drill,
perfect shape. Call 436.2381. 
WE BUY and sell used air
conditioners'. 753-1551 or 753-
9104.
16. HOME FURNISHINGS 
BEDROOM SUITE,
livingroom suite, end table,
coffee table, odd chairs,
breakfast set, 2 chests, 21/2
beds. Can be seen Monday at
301 S 6th, or call 753 3593. 
DUNCAN PHYE dinette set.
Maple twin beds. End tables
and lamp table. 753.8615. 
FOR SALE: beige colored 3
piece sectional modern sofa.
Call 759.4414 after 5 pm. 






cabinet, just like new. $150.
Call 753 8200. 
19. FARM EQUIP. 
CASE 1150 TRACK loader,
excellent all the way, $11,000.
(615) 232 7404
SCAFFOLD WAGONS
New, Sturdy, 24' long.
See Bob Nanriey 107
4th St. or Phone 753-
4937 or 753-1951 nights.
GILSON-TRAILER, 5 hp,
like new. 753-1348. 
HEAVY DUTY tri.axle
trailer, $2000. (615) 232.7404.
1974, 135 MASSEY
FERGUSON diesel, 1100.
hours, 4 pieces of equipment.
An 8 row 150 gallon spray.
Ca 11.753.7787. 
NEW. TOBACCO scaffold
wagons, double wide, 24'
long 1 886 6029 in Hopkin
sville after 6 pm. 
WANT •Fop restoration: old
steel wheeled farm tractors.







A GIFT as special as your
Morn - a microwave oven,
only $17 a month J & B
Music, 753 7575. 
FOR "SALE: commercial
fans. Phone 753-9104. 
1977 FEDDERS AIR, 15,000
BTU, excellent condition,
i275. Call 753-9344 after 5 pm. 
MAN'S SCHW I NN bicycle, 10
speed, $80, cost new $150.
Call 753-8200, 
1978 NEW AGE en-
cyclopedias, $400. 759-1078
after 5 pm. 
SAW DUST for sale.
Shoemaker Lumber Corn
pany, McKenzie, TN. (901)
352-5777. 
SERVICE pole with 100-amp
box and meter base, $80, call
436-5671. 
STRAWBERRIES FOR sale.
You pick or we'll pick. Will
deliver in Murray. phone
489-2455. - 
TAILOR ED LADIES riding
suit, for English or Western
showing. Coat and slacks,
yellow, size 11 12, $15. Worn
only twice, very nice. Call
753-1916 from 8 till 5 and 753-
6331 after 5 pm. 
26. TV-RADIO 
WANTECr! RESPONSIBLE
party to take up payments on
7253 75",7c5oIor t.v. J & B Music.
27. MOB. HOME SALES 
FOR SALE: 1974 3 bedroom,
all electric mobile home with
100 X 235 lot, near East
Elementary School. Phone
753 9573.
1978 MODEL LIBERTY, 12 X
60, 2 bedroom mobile home,
all electric, well insulated,
with Kenmore refrigerator
and ice maker. Take over
payments. call 753 0270 or
753-5696. 
TRAILER, 12 X 60, GAS, and
lot for sale. Phone 759-1078
after 5 pm. 
12 X 60 MOBILE HOME with
314 acres of land, good well,-
blacktop driveway, 6 miles
southeast of Murray on Dodd
Road. Phone 753-5080 after 5
pm.
12 X 50 1972 PEERLESS
TRAILER, furnished, gas
heat, located on lot no. 74,
Shady Oaks, or phone (502)
898-6189. 
28..MOB. HOME RENTS 
NICE TWO bedroom mobile
home, no pets, $75 deposit;
$150 per month. 753 4808. 
TWO BEDROOM mobile
home for rent. Phone 474.
8805. 
12 X 60 TRAILER FOR rent,
see Mrs, Brandon Dill at
Dill's Trailer Court. 
12 X 65 TRAILER, . 2
BEDROOM, 2 bath, air
conditioned, washer and
dryer, 5130 per month. A-3
Mobile Home Village. 753-
4770 5 pm till 9 pm.
30. BUS. RENTALS 
CLEAN-UP SHOP for rent.
$200. Call 753.7108 or 753-6802. 
FOR RENT: Warehouse
space at 4th and Sycamore
Streets. 1000 or more square
feet. Safe, dry, easy ex
cessibility. $60 per month.
Phone Baxter Bilboey, Cadiz,
522-8469_
RENT: CLEANUP shop, 641
South. 492-8413.
TWO CAR shop with ,air
compressor and electricity
furnished. $175 per month.
One mile from city limttS.
Call 753-0709
, 32. APTS. FOR RENT 




washer and i dryer hookup,
central air. Call 753 155O'' 
THREE ROOM apartment, '
electric heat, air con
ditioned, available im•





Call 753 3106 or 436 2671.
33. ROOMS FOR RENT 
ROOM FOR rent With ki,
chen, 2 block from
ljnitrersity. International
students Welcome also. Call
anytime, 759.1064
34. HOUSES FOR RENT
1978 Planter Monitor,
Dickey John, Four Row, new,
a bargain, 8275.
1977 Chisel Plow. 11 ft.
Athens, almost new 81,150,
1977 Grain Wagon, Farm
King. excellent condition,-
1476 Planter, Ford. 4 row,
needs minor repair. 8725
1976 Plow, Fond, 4 furrow,
good condition. 8925
1975 Cultivator, Thrifty, 4
row, good condition, $475.
1475 Bush & Bog Disk,
Rome, 12 ft., ideal for new
growsd.$1,125.
1973 Chevrolet, Grain
Truk. C85, heavy axle, 14 ft.
bed, overhauled 1978, ex-
cellent condition, $7,500.
Call 753-3720 or 753-0638.
22. MUSICAL
G.E. STEREO, AM FM 8
track and record player with





TWO BEDROOM house at
1614 Calloway Avenue, Cali
492 8225. 
WANTED HOUSE to rent,
near campus, excellent
references Call 753.3713 or
753 6400. -
3$. FARMS FOR RENT 
FIVE Room farm house
good well, retired coupiP
only Call 345-2205.
36. RENT OR LEASE 
FOR SALE or tease_ Former
Diggs Furniture location
12,000 sq. ft heated and
cooled, carpet and tile floors
prime location. Ready to go
Excellent established fur
niture location Jim Diggs
Diggs Rental, Paris, TN 642







The city of Murray will be
receiving bids for ap-
proximately 10 miles of
bituminous asphalt paving.
Rids are to be delivered to
city clerk's office by 5:00
P.M. June 7, 1979.
Specifications are available
at the City Clerk's Office, 111




hands tall, good with adults
and children, 5.400 Also, pony
with saddle and bridle.
barrell trained, 5200 753 0224
or 247 2227. 
.BULLS FOR sale, Per
formance tested half, three
quarters, seven eighths
blood Simmental and Maine
Aniou bulls Only the very
best performance bulls
selected from over 1,000
performance tested cows are
being offered for sale.
Broadbent Farms, Cadiz, KY
42211. Phone days, 235-5182. 
BOAR FOR sale, weight 175
pounds, also 10 feeder pigs.
Phone 753-5532. 
FESCUE IN the field. $1.25
per bale. Phone 753 4065. 
GOATS FOR sale, all kinds.
Call 489-2495. 
WALKING HORSE gelding.
Dapple gray, white mane
and tail, 10 years old Was
shown extensively from 4 to 7
Years old. Won state 4 H
horse show, walking horse
division, 3 years straight
Has been off show circuit for
3 years. Spirited, very well
trained, excellent trail horse.
Unregistered. $750. Call 753
1916 from 8 till 5, and ask for
Lisa, after 5 pm call 753 6331
34. PETS-SUPPLIES.
AKC GREAT Dane puppis,
AKC Labrador puppies. This
weeks special irregular
Parakeets, $3.95. We also
have Canaries, Cockateles,
Ducklings. and Lambs.




males, red females, black
and tan males, black and tan
females). 5 weeks to 7
months old, $75 to $85 each.
No checks please. 527-9700
after 4 pm. 
FOR SALE: German
Shepherd puppies, AKC, 6
weeks and 6 months.
Gleason, TN. (901) 648-5424. 
TWO IRISH Setter females, 6
months old. Phone 753.5532. 
TOY POODLES, apricot,
gray and brown, 6 weekS old,
$50.759-1097. 
WANTED: MALE AKC
Yorkshire Terrier, weight 3




Friday and Saturday, 8 till 5,'
513 South 6th. Typewriters,
boat, ridingmower, coffee
trees, baby things, furniture,
grill, much more.
GARAGE SALE, 3 families,
218 Woodlawn, Friday and
Saturday, 10 am to 4 pm.





glassware, clothing, etc. At
1614 Calloway Avenue.
Friday and Saturday 8 till? 
PARKING LOT Sate, 12th
and Olive. Movie projection
screen, antique love seat,
chairs, skill saw, drill, gas
dryer, riding mower,




BEST YARD sale ever! Two
families E3 Fox Meadows,
Friday and Saturday. 8 till
dark Clothes, dishes, shoes,
purses, slack suits, size 14;
blazers, dresses, menS
clothing, girls clothing;
black and white t.v.,
luggage; miscellaneous
items.
FIVE PARTY yard sale, 811
North 18th Street, Friday and
Saturday from 8 till 5.
Household items to
numerous to name, clothes,
shoes, toys and games, milk
cans, some antiques, nice
variety.
THREE PARTY yard sale, -
807 Guthrie, Saturday 7 till 5.
Dishwasher, drapes, 14"
steel belted radials; toyS,
clothes; odds and ends. 
YARD SALE, Highway 121
North in Stella at old Pottery
place, Firday and Saturday. 
YARD SALE! Saturday May
12th at 1401 Story. A variety
of items will be sold. Incase
of rain, will be held the
following Saturday. 
YARD SALE, Saturday, May
12th from 8 till 6, at the
corner of Fairlane and Hurt
Drive. Lots of household
items, clothing, books,
household appliances
Something for everyone. 
YARD SALE! Inside the red
barn in Coldwater acrosS-
from the Church of Christ
building. Wood crafts;
glassware; oak wash stand;
recliner; bicycle; and
clothing. FrOm 1 till 4 on
Sunday, 9 till 4 on Monday. 
YARD SALE Gamma
Gamma Chapter of Beta
Sigma Phi on the corner of
5th and Chestnut from 8 am
till ?. Lawn chairs, flower
pots, childrens clothing,
uniforms sizes 7-9, drapes,
curtains, basketball goal,
toys, books, matching couch
and chair, odds and ends. 
43. REAL ESTATE 
62 ACRES LOCATED in
North Calloway on Collins
Road. Fenced on 3 sides with
good creek. Ideal for cattle
or horses'. Approximately 20
acres tendable with more
possible. Only 525,000. The






With The Fnendly Touch
40 WOODED ACRES
OF COMPLETE
PRIVACY. . . Large
Private Lake, stocked
w/fish. This property
is not far from Hwy.








Will Be Here Soon
Paid for by Pete Waldrop.,
Calloway County Cox Cam-
paign Coordinator.
1978 Oldsmobile Cutlass Supreme Coupe, well
equipped, like new.
1978 Pontiac Grand Phi, all the extras, black,
sharp.
1978 Chemist Pickup, 4x4, extra nice.
1977 Dodge Van, all the extras make it ideal for
fraveling.
1977 Cadillac Eldorado Coupe, loaded, like new,
new car trade in.
1977 Oldsmobile 88 Royale, 4 door, one owner,
new car trade in.
1976 Chevrolet Malibu Classic, new car trade in.
1975 Cadillac Eldorado Coupe, extra clean.
1975 Oldsmobile cutlass Supreme, 4 door, double
power and air, new car trade in, low mileage.
1974 Pontiac Grand Phi, double power and air,
red in color.
1974 Oldsmobile 98 Regency, 4 door, all the ex-
tras.
1973 Buick Electra, one owner, 4.door, new car
trade in.
1973 Chevrolet Impala 4 door, double power and
air, new car trade in.
1972 Chevrolet Impala Coupe, transmission is






Olds - Pentim -
C WIOCITIPIS Are Ow
Mn Concern'
1406 West Mum- 753-5315
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Nat. I t.n F rindi Toth
OWNER SAYS SELL!
NOW! Country lovers,
here's your chance to
move into this 3
bedroom, B.V.
situated on 4 acres
West of Kirksey. Built





• garage in basement.
MAKE AN OFFER
TODAY. Boyd Majors
Real Estate, 105 N
12th St.
FRESH AIR. Rowng hills
and clear air are :n abun.
dance at this 12 acre m 1
tract not too far -out-. 3
atedroorn mobile home and'a
30 X 30 body shop.. call





Brick home in the city
witli.2-car garage, fen-
ced backyard, formal
4_ dining room and a
price that's easy on
the pocketbook - low
$30's. Phone Kopperud
Realty, 753-1222, and
look for our new signs -
everywhere!
43. REAL ESTATE 
kieze
South 12th at Syc..11,10,•
TELEPHONE 753 1651
Two beautiful lots near
Kentucky Lake with
over 200 feet of road
frontage. Water and
electricity on lot.
Beautiful site for that
future home. $7,500.00.
NEW FOUR bay equipped
cleanup shop on large lot
One bay is set up as a paint
shop complete with lights.
heat and fans Building has
an office and two rest rooms
Ideal for cleanup shop, sign
painting or auto repair Good
location west of 641 north
across from Riveria Court
'John C Neubauer, Realtor,
1111 Sycamore St., 753 (Dor-
or call Bob R odOerS. 753 7116.
Absolutely everythin-
g! Family Room with








minutes from town is
this 3 BR brick home





Central heat & air for
year around comfort!
Sound inviting? Then












7-3 with rotation, 3-11, or 11-7.
Competitive salaries and benefits.
Individualized refresher program
available. 6 Month internship
available for new graduates. Call
(502) 886-5221, Ext. 154 - Hopkin-







• Prof esmunaltir rs1,.
WIth The Frti'ndlt Too.I.
COMMERCIAL BUIL-
DING . • • 3 floors in-
eluding basement.








facility. Call for . all
details. Boyd Majors
Veal Estate, 105 N.
12th St.
THE ARRANGEMENT...If
YOu'et tike separate living
quarters for parents, in laws
or guests, you'll love this 3
bedroom home plus apart
ment with separate en
trance, has fireplace,
basement, wooded lot and is
convenient to shopping area.
Buy now and appreciate for
years to come! Dial 753
1492 offered by Loretta
Jobs Realtors
Be Your Own King in
the great room of this
fine three bedroom,
two and a half tth
home. Feel pampered





dscaping that is fully
matured. 'A
greenhouse where you
can grown your own
vegetables and
flowers the year
around. All this and
much, much more is
offered for a very
reasonable price. To
find out more about
this property call John
C. Nuebauer, Realtor,
1111 Sycamore St., 753-
0101 or Linda Drake,
753-0492.
-4
  4=11 11. 110r






We Are Now Accepting Applications



















.And Many Other Catekeries
Experience Preferred-Not Essential
Full Time-Part Time-Day-Evenings
K mart Offers A Full Range
Of Company Benefits That Include:
Paid Vacations•Company Paid Life In-
SuratIce • Paid Holidays • Stock Pur-
chase Plan • Paid Sick Leave • Paid 
Pen-
sion ,Plan .• Free Hospitaliza
tion •
Sickness and Accident Disability 
In-
surance • And Many More. -
Apply Mon thru Fri. 9-12 mad 2-4
Starting Thursday, May 10
Location 700 US Hwy. 641 N.
An' Equal Opportunity Employer
APIIIIMIr‘ cam ar-
e-
7L.H.IrcED or a gu44
de sac! Walk to shopping
:enter. ..spend time relaxing
n your new 3 bedroom, 1'?
:path home with all new
.yopliances. Priced in the mid
530's. Call 753 1492 for an
.opoiritment. offered by
...arena Jobs Realtors.






to help you in real
estate.
Wayne Wilson at











lots. 525,000 2 watery iew lots
that loin TVA, 516,000. 5 lots
in Kentucky Lake dev.,
$1,500. Call the Nelson Shroat
Co., 759 1707%
Purdom & Thurman






This bright and cheery
home reminds us of
the spirit of spring!
You will not believe all
the space and storage
in this pretty brick
hOme. Four or five o,
bedrooms, 2 baths and
newly decorated from
top to bottom. Central
gas heat and air, city
school district and
close to shopping cen-





Spring is bustin' out all
over, and so are Kop-
perud Realty signs!
REGULATOR
471) &e,_ • 
inc 5
$0. USED TRUCKS
1972 DATSUN PICKUP, good
running condition. Call 753-
8555 after 5 Pm• 
FOR ,SALE: 1972 Chevrolet
grain truck with midwest bed
and hoist, 350 V8. Also a used
4 roll corn saver Call 382
2294 after 6 pm. 
1978 FORD 150 ECONOL I NE
Van, power steering, radio,
sliding side door, pass seat,
351 Vs 19,000 miles Sharp,
like new. $4950. Jim Diggs
642.4724 or 642.9200, Paris,
TN,
1969 GMC WITH 11 ft New
Leader spreader bed, new
‘motdr,s6000. (615) 232 7404. 
1959 WILL YS JEEP, $1000 or




home, 23,000 miles, sleeps 6
435 4317. 
43* FOR SALE' Ford 1969• Camper, new transmission,
new water holding tank,
sleeps 5, S2800. call 759.1104. 
21 FOOT TERRY, 1976 fully
equipped, sleeps six, used
only 3 times. No equity, pay
off balance. Call 436-2396. 
1973 LARK fifth wheeler
camper trailer. '231 feet
long, air conditioned, full
bath, sleeps six, completely
self contained, excellent
condition, one owner, hitch
included Call 753 1575 after
5i 30.p.m AIN) an antique pie
safe.
I WAS HIRED TO PUMP GAS 
NO7




Located only 5 miles
from Murray is this
sharp 2 bedroom home
and 3 acres with fen-
ced area for horses.
Convenient country
livin' at a comfortable





44. LOTS FOR SALE  
FOR SALE lot zoned for
duplex or fourplex Call 753
8067 after 4 pm
44. HOMES FOR SALE
175 MR DIRT bike, $450.
Phone 53 0468
SIX WHEEL ATV Terra
Tier, custori trailer, both
excellent conimtion. 753 6278. 
1972 YAMAHA, 75 motor
cycle, 100 miies per gallon.
Call 753.4865 
1978 YAMAHA 400, SHARP
Red Call after 5 pm, 759 1207
and ask for Ed__
1972 YAMAHA 250, custom
handle bars and windshield
new paint, matching helmet
Newly rebudt engine, 5,700
miles, excellent condition_
S500. Cali 474 8835 
48. AUTO. SERVICE ' 
FOR SALE Four_ A70,F13
inch tires steel belted
radials, used All four for $20.
753 8393_
49, USED CARS
1271 BUICK ,..eSABRA good
mechanical Qndition, power
steering. brai.es, air. cruise
Call 436.2289 atter 5_pm 
1970 BUICK SKYLARK, air
and power Yeering, good gas
mileage, nice car, $450 Call
753 9991
1972 BUICK 4 DOOR, air, all
power, c% se, excellent
condition 51703. 753 6084
16 X 24 BUILDING, DEEP
well, septic, and electric on
3.4 acre lot Or. Douglas
Road17500 Call 436 5482 
45. FARMS FOR SALE 
40 ACRE FARM. 32 acres
tenctable land. Good 7 room
tlEtrrn house. 3 out buildings,
Ln good location. Call 437
4343.
18 ACRES WITH good barn
Call 436.5581 or 753-0584.
143 ACRES, STATELINE
road, New Providence, $650
acre, small house, good
water; A. Williams, ..Rt.8,
Box 517, LaCosta, Mobile, AL
36608. (205) 649 4417. 
73 ACRE FARM; 30 acres
cropland, 2 stock ponds,
small stock barn, milk barn,
tobacco barn and 1.9 acre
tobacco base, good building
site, located northwest
Henry County. Price S43,800
Call (901) 782-3622.
46. HOMES FOR SALE 
BY OWNER - 4 bedrooms,
1' 2 baths, living room, dtning
room, kitchen, study,
laundry, large family room
with fireplace, heat pump,
well insulated, 2 years old.
Gatesborough 759.1149.
BY OWNER . 3 bedroom, 2
bath, living, dining, and
family room with fireplace,
eat in kitchen, gas heat, near
Murray High, 811 Doran
Road. 753-8405. 
BY - OWNER . Three
bedrooms, two full baths,
living room, large den with
fireplace, country kitchen;
two car garage, fenced
backyard, gas neat, Central
air. Shown by appointment
only. Call 759 4503. 
BY OWNER 3 bedroom
brick, recently recarpeted
-throUghout, 2 baths, living
room, den with energy
saving fireplace, spacious
kitchen, 1 carports for 3 cars,
large storage room plus attic
storage, garden spot, large
lot. Mid $40's. 753 6859.
FOR SALE by owner 3
bedroom brick close to
college, gas heat, large lot
with outside' storeage Call
753,2604. Owner relocating
FOR SALE BY OWNE,R
1214 Dogwood Drtve. Five
bedrooms, 3i.7 baths, living
room, dining room, den with
fireplace, sewing room and
laundry room. Two car
garage Gas heat, low
utilities Phone 753 7608 after
5 pm. 
MUST SELL! Lovely
country home, good location,
1 a acres, new appliances,
trees, garden spot, barn and
storeage building. Call 753
1463 or 759.1700. 
NEW HOME, 3. bedrooms, 2
baths. For more details call
753-5167.
NEW LISTING 3 bedroom
brick, 2 baths, living room,
den with WB fireplace, 1 car
garage, central gas heat and
electric air, brick porch and
patio, landscaped, kitchen
has many cabinets, built in
dishwasher, disposal, utility
room with W D conncect ions,
lots of storeage, walk in
closets. Low
Appointment only, 753 4133
or (713) 526 1592. 3844 Lake
St , Houston,•T X 77098
TWO BELDROOM house for
sale by owner at 502 N 5th
Street Can be seen by ap
poiptmerlivall 753 3058 after
4 pm. .
TWO BEDROOM house on 1
acres with large barn west of
Murray 120.000. 753 6645
47. MOTORCYCLES
750 HONDA-MATIC with'




SOCC, $17-5. Call 474 8866 after
4 30 or anytime on weekend
TWO 650 TRIUMPHS,' one is
fully customized with
, springer front end, free
wheel and step up seat, the
othefAs stock Also a custom
built trailer 435 4737 after 6
Pm
1978 BMW 32'7 I, 4 speed, air,
AM FM stereo cassette, 0
speakers. tog ghts. sun roof,
light aiio, wheels, 8,000
miles, s metallic. 767
23.5,9
1972 CHE .RO-ET IMPALA,
good run" rg condition,
trailer-r,tcr :lest offer. Call
4362420.
1971 C_HE. ROLET, 6
cylinder 4 axr, 41,000 miles,
one owner, a--ornatic,,,power
steering arc 3rakes. 735 Vine
Street Or ca, '53-7523. 
1976 IDODDE :MARGE R SE,'
maroon. good condition,
S4250 Ca '51-2617, ask for
Tracy W. ,Y S.
1950 DODGE GOOD con-
' ditiony WO Also 1940
Chevrole• ?reef Rod, 350
engine, 3..•omatic tran APPLIANCE REPAIR
srn%SiOr• ea+ wheels and service, refrigeration a
nd air
tires, car •5 still under conditioning. Bill Ro
llins,
constructor' Must Sell Call 753-0762 
43r s7 48m17 atter 6 pm, and ask ADDITIONS, REPAIR work,10
circulating fireplaces,
1977 DODGE ASPEN, roofing, insurance work. Call
specal eC t on, power and Murray Remodeling.
 753
air, 18,300 rrHeS, extra nice, 5167. 
54200 Cal! 753 7755 after 1.30. BYARS BROTHERS a,'Son-
1916 04i7Sufl, AIR, vinyl, General home remodeling,
and PM ,ao,c) Low mileage. framing, aluminum s
iding.
Call after 5 pm Friday Or gutters, and roofing
. 'Ca11.1
Saturday ar.rime. 4.37-4622.  395-4967 or 1-362.4895.
4921 8915.7F:RD ELITE, loaded,
3700 ac!uai $3475. Call
1974 r 09D GRAN Torino,
g83,001)cca al lco7ns3di.t4oion,17
after)
FOR SALE 1976 Ford







6e2'1,7-, .PACje, $1950. Phone

















rc,r, • . 5.30, 753 4150
ih•igine with air,
ivOUTH ROAD









tra dors, 5th wheels, and
popup Both new and used
Complete line, parts and
accessories, hitches, brakes,
and lights; installed White's
Camper Sales, located 'East
9.4 highway toward Ken
Lake, Murray, KY Call 753
0605 
SLIDE IN CAMPER for
sale, good condition Phone
753 7274 after 5.30 pm. 
27' TRAVEL TRAILER;
Vega, deluxe model, like new
Condition, air, awning, large
retrigerator, t.v. antenna,
Reece hitch with sway
control, 14575. 753 9920 
TRAVEL TRAILER located
in Kenlake Trailer Park,
Highway 94, 100 yards from
Kenlake Air conditioned,
51850. 474 8843. . 
52. BOATS & MOTORS 
1972 BOAT 16' DUAL
FLuinabout with 65 hp John
son, tilt trailer, perfect






••• 1, FOUR 
boor,
gc11950:63u5d3s2P:,:,:i:r cat condithr.
M A:ltrParlc:inter or. t0 li.ry
usgIcaA: nr9toll 
)a. 
:sr, '13a71-45r IRSt119:°r'Ce.1A:35:am• a:tral96asiltan5C2°61:51:' grcel54nClaAsl°..evirEG.96 ddo9r5f:gouili 
electric,
stai power and air,
400d condition,
1911, ▪ c-cilAgsel-AtitcNi 
gettingsP
can't r,




.ter ec fn t•










excellent condition, tilt with
spare wheel 753 8071. 
1974 B CRAFT TRI-HULL 65
hp Mercury, top and side
curtains call 474 2732. 
1976 BOMBER BASS boat
hilly equipped with 65 hp
Mercury motor, M 8. M
custom trailer. $2700. Caw _
753 2316. 
14 FOOT ALUMINUM V
bottom Call 489 2266 after 5
Pm 
53. SERVICES OFFERED 
53. SERVICES OFFERED 
BACK HOE WORK, septic
tanks, gravel and dirt
hauling. 753-5808 or 153-5706. 
BUSHOGGING, ROOF
repair and new roofing,
building tear downs, sum
merize houses, trailer root
coating, if you need it we'll
probally do it Experienced
and guarenteed work. 753
2418 between 8 am and 9 pm. 
CARPET CLEANING, free
estimates, satisfied
references, Vibra Vac steam
or dry cleaning. Call Lee's
Carpet Cleaning, 753 5827.
I
MOMS wilt. per-






chino, also seatating. Call
753 7148 or 753- 3. Located
at Murray Spok4dway, High
way 641 N of Murray. 
CONCRETE it BOCK work
Block garages, basements,
driveways, walks, patios.
steps, free estimates. 753
5476
CAN'T GET those small jobs
around the house or mobile
home done? Carpentry,
painting, p I Oft-bi(f0 ,
aluminum sidirtg,,i idatios,
small concrete icfbs. tall 436
2562 after 5 pm. 
COMPARE AND save on
chain link fencing. Circle A
-Fencing. 753.8407. 
DRIVEWAYS WHITE
rocked and graded, all size
Pea gravel, free estimates
Clifford Garrison, 753.5429
after 4 pm. 
DO ),L:IU need stumps
remo from your yard or
land cleared of stumps? We
can remove Stumps up to 24'
below the ground, leaving
only sawdust and chips. Call
for free estimate, Steve Shaw




done, decks and porches built
and repaired, gutter cleaning
or installation, small
plumbing, concrete walks.
Patios, and driveways also
done Call 436-5570 after 5 PM
fOr free estimates. 
FOR ELECTRICAL work
call Jerry  Osbron,  753;9464
-FENCE SALES at Sears
now Call Sears 753•2310 for
free estimates for your
needs
F YOUR chain link
fencing needs, contact
Montgomery Ward Free
estimates 753 1966. 
FOR YOUR garden breaking
and disc ing, call 753.6123. 
FOR YOUR home
alterations, repair, and
remodeling, also new homes






753 2310 for free estimates.
HUGH OUTLAND roofing,
excellent references, call
753 1486 between 7 am and
3:30 pm, ask for Shelley 
INSULATION BLOWN in
attics and wafts. For free
estimates call 753 7505 or 753
8277 
INSULATION BLOWN in by
Sears, save on these high
heating and cooling bills
Call Sears, 753 2310, for free
estimates






after 6 p.m. 489-
2322.
WALLIS DRUG
*PRESCRIPTIONS *FRESH FRUIT DRINKS
*HOSPITAL SI,PlitS FOR RENT AND SALE
*LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
• *HOLLISTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS





Floored and ready. Up to 12 x 24. Also barn style, of
fices, cottages, mobile home od•ons, and patios, or U
BUILD, precut completely ready to assemble up to 24Omit Fr. s Fri.





7:00 a.m. Monday thru Saturday





Monday -F'rulay 7 30-Noon
PRIa HAIR CUT $1.50
Frit bee.1161 A Mums WY phew
yam. Wary Mk Service.
Closed All f/ay Wed
Saturday 7 30 til 5 00
emu 511119f $125
ci rss-sigs so. ft; m
53. SERVICES OFFERED 
IT'S CLEAte.V.P time Junk
cars cluttering your yard and
fields? Free pickup service.
474 8854 or 527 1315. 
JACK'S BLACK TOP paving,
patching, also seal coating.
Phone 753 1537. 
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN
and gas installation, will do
plumbing, heating and air
















Caliente Omni 6 Getter,
• Quality Mistrals&
Contractors




repair, 718 S 4th Street, same







a speciality, also pat
china and seal coating. /53.
s
NEW houses. Re-
roof , built up roof, and
trailer roof coating. can 153.
3310.
WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements dry,
work completely guarenteed.
Call or write Morgan Con
struction Co , Route 2, Box
409A, Paducah, KY 42001, or
call day or night, 1 442 7026
WILL QQ.plumbing, heating
and air conditioning, repairs
and remodeling around the
home 753 2211.
WILL PLOW and disk
gardens 753 1973 or 753 3413. 
WILL HAUL driveway white
•rock and Ag lime, also have
any type of brown or white
Pea gravel. Call Roger
Hudson, 753 6763 or 753-4545. 
57. WANTED
PAYING NEW higher rate
for silver coins, $4.50 for $1.00
face Kennedy halves 196569. .
75 cents Call Cooley in Paris,
1901)642 5118
Home window cleaning, no job too large
or small, reasonable rates, insured and






South 4th St. Murray
OPEN HOUSE
1901 West Wood Drive
Sat., Sun., May 12-13
1-6
1 block west of Doran Road off Wiswell Rd. 16th St.
Ext.) 3-4 bedroom brick - 2 baths - heat pump. Den
w/fireplace city-water sewer, upper 40's -3 ad-
joining lots available reasonable.
Call 759-1117
Friday, Nay 18-11 cm.
Maolf-Aorora, Ky.
Cordon's Fishing Lakes & Farm
Off Hwy. $O or Hwy. 114 on Palostino Church load.
Follow Signs.
PERSONAL PROPERTY
Pepsi vending machine-approximately 50 ricks of
oak and hickory fire wood - '68 Ford pick up - 
ice
vending machine 8'106' - van truck, bed 14' - 24,000
B.T.U. air conditioner, used 1 year -several "2 and 1
bushel baskets - stock trough, 500 gal. minnow tank -
4-60'-steel beams -heavy fish stock will be offered
TIMISIMPUSNAL 1118PBTI
BAN N MINN NM
REAL ESTATE
Farm consists of 6 nall lakes, stocked heavy with
grain fed channel catfish, opp 30 acres and another
parcel about same acreage to be sold separate or
combined. Two springs feed continuous stream,
good fence, deep well pump with good water supply.
permanent pasture, 5 security lights.
Terms on Real Estate 10% cash or certified check
day of sale. Balance with delivery of deed. Owner
will finance 50% of Gross Sale at 8136 for 10 yrs. Or
castowill be accepted. •
EARL GORDEN OWNER





OWN 1, Calvert City,
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REALTOR
REALTOR Se CORNER
Scenic setting! Enjoy the marvelous view of Ky.
Lake from this lovely take home. Living room
and formal dining room plus family room with
Franklin fireplace, Central heat and air plus all
appliances. Large lake view lot with lots of
decking around house. Immediate possession,
only $44,900.
OF ife;:o&
U.S. 641 North, Village Center
753-7411 Anytime
or Home Phone
Ron Talent 753-9894 Joe Kennon 436-5676
Lou Ann Philpot 753-6841
Janice Austin 753-8674
Purdom and Thurman Real Estate'
CENTRALLY, LOCATED on shaded lot, brick
home with 4 or 5 bedrooms on two floors, newly
remodeled kitchen with abundant cabinets, dish-
washer, range, refrigerator and disposal. Full
basement with bath, 4 rooms and outside en-
trance. Central gas heat. Priced in mid 40's.






Ott, r 751 4451
Res./enc,
PAT A001111/ ?Si 1195i,
GIN1 VA (.(IS 751 6557
SUS! Wilt! 151 ISIS
MeRibef Muhl lisling kr, lc t and Mune, (411101,141' llos4 ol Reel,
SOMETHING OLD, SOMETHING NEW
The OLD-Spectacular views of the countr
yside; the
NEW - A lovely country home high on a hill - 3
bedrooms, 2 baths, fireplace with raised 
hearth,
dining room, and much more. Situated on 
3 acres
just 12 miles from Murray. Come see this 
beautiful




*HEIPING PEOPIE LS OUR, EILISLNESS'








Rental income property located near downtown
area. Duplex apartment with aluminum siding,
hardwood floors, and 2 fireplaces. Large room on
2nd floor could be finished out for substantial 
in-
- crease in square footage. Priced at $19,500.
. Look for our new signs every where!
Everything your heart desires can be found in
this brick home on Highway-1346. Kitchen to win
any womans heart, with every built-in you'd
want! Fireplace in living area! carpet! Double
lot! A shop to please any man! Beautifully lan-
dscaped! Much more but you have to see it to
believe it! Make your appointment now!
Rennie Pea 753-7261 Edna Knight 753-4110
Margo Armbruster 763-5128 Patsy Fain 7534373
Ray Roberts 436-5650 Anna Requaryb 783-
2411
St ACRES
2 or 3 bedroom home, very neat and in good con-
dition. 1,550 feet of TVA frontage on Blood River,
additional acreage available if needed.
Three bedroom brick ranch style home. Eleven







Selling your home takes time and effort — 
natural resources it pays to conserve. And
you could lose more than the commission 
you want to save if you don't know what you're
doing.
How do you set a realistic selling price? Is it 
safe to open your home for anybody who
wants to look around? Should you tie yourself d
own waiting for calls or visitors?
Turn these problems over to an expert — A Realt
or. Realtors are the real estate agents
who belong to the NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF REAL
TORS, a group of more than
500,000 real estate professionals in all 50 states. For m
ore than 70 years, the Association
has been helping REALTORS improve their knowl
edge, training and skills.




BE KING OF YOUR OWN CASTLE
Located 5 minutes North of downtown. Cap-
tivating 7 room stone and wood ranch style home
on 8174 acres. Central heat and air conditioning,
plus 2 fireplaces. Equipped kitchen and ample
storage provided by 11 closets. Make an ap-
pointment to see this unusual combination of
















24 Hour Service 753-7724
SELLER SAYS SELL
Commercial or residential 6 rooms - 1 bath - gas
heat - full basement - large lot 124' x 195'. Located on

















Welcome Home is what this 3 bedroom brick
says to you and your family! It's a "forever"
home with charm, warmth and quality. Tree
studded acreage provides Serene setting for this






When you're ready to sell your home, use the pipeline that brings fast a
ction and a fair
return. Call a REALTOR FIRST.
"As Realtors, one of our most important obligations to the sellers 
we represent is to
screen our prospects. We never send a prospect to you u
naccompanied by one our
associates. We would never expect you to admit a prospect who 
might come to the door
or call you on the phone without first checking with us. Would
n't you feel better with
your wife and children home alone under these circumstan
ces? If a rough character
comes to the door, it is difficult for your wife to.refuse to show,
 and she can't very well
tell each prospect to go away and come back when her husband is
 home."
REALTORS DON'T COST THEY SAVE!
MURRAY BOARD
OF REALTORS
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CONFERENCE TIME — Gov. Julian Carroll, left, and Univers
ity of Kentucky
basketball coach Joe B. Hall, middle, talk to Murray Sta
te University
President Constantine W. Curris following Thursday's 
Rotary luncheon
meeting Carroll and Hall were in Murray campaigning for 
Carroll's former
commissioner of commerce, Terry McBrayer, who is' a c
andidate for the
Democratic gubernatorial nomination. Staff Photo by Debbi
e N. Lee
Charges Made By Politicians
By BILL BERGSTROM
Associated Press Writer
A Democrat has charged that "old-
time Kentucky politics" were at work
in the governor's race, and a Democrat
in the lieutenant governor's race
barnstormed the state to call for action
on a reported FBI investigation of the
state administration.
Gov. Julian Carroll, meanwhile, told
a Terry McBrayer rally at Murray that
the purported FBI probe is "a figment"
in the imagination of Rep. Carroll
Hubbard, D-Ky., another Democratic
gubernatorial hopeful.
Candidates' proposals included
collective bargaining for teachers.
discounts for the elderly on various
goods and services, and promotion of
the use and production of gasohol.
Pension Fund Short-Funded Some
$72,000 Actuarial Study Reveals
The budget and finance committee of
the Murray Common Council has been
directed to review an actuarial study of
the city's Police and Fireman's pension
fund that indicates the fund is under-
funded some $72,000 per year.
The report was given to the members
of the council Thursday by Fire Chief
Jackie Cooper of the pension board.
Cooper said the actuarial study
recommends that the $72,000 is needed
by the fund so that it can remain solvent
in future years.
"If the pension fund fails, the city is
liable to make up the difference) from
general fund revenues," Cooper told
the council. -
Councilman Stephen Yarbrough
pointed out assumptions in the study
with which he disagreed. One of the
Board...
'Continued From Page One)
to eliminate what he felt was the
peoples' right to vote. He added that he
felt the -passing of the buck" had
existed and that the board members
were hiding behind a law book "that no
one can understand."
"It's no one individual to get mad at,
it's the system," Keller said. "They
can't hide and they can't use
technicalities to take away the people's
right to vote. If 2,500 people in a com-
munity of this size sign a petition, then
it should be the will of the people,"
Keller added.
Calendar Adopted
In other items on the agenda, the
1979-80 school calendar was accepted
by the board. Optional in-service days
for teachers will be held Aug. 28 and 29
with students reporting Aug. 31 for half
a day. May 29 will be the last day of
school. Board members stated that
reasons for adopting this calendar
opposed to one that would go from Aug.
21 to May 19 were late summer tem-
peratures, harvesting crops and
present construction.---______
The calendar has four holidays;
Labor Day, Thanksgiving Day,
Christmas Day and New Year's Day.
points made by Yarbrough was that the
study was based on 1951 mortality
tables which were updated to 1960.
"That makes the tables almost 20
years old," Yarbrough said.
The discussion also prompted caustic
remarks directed toward the Kentucky
General Assembly.
"They (state legislators) have no
idea of what they've done or what
they're going to do in the future,"
Mayor Melvin B. Henley said, in
reference to state statutes adopted in
Frankfort that have forced changes on
the pension plan of Murray and otlyar
similar cities in Kentucky.
"AbOut the worst thing we can do is
find a way to pay (the $72,000) and let
them the legislators) off the hook,".
councilman Marshall Jones said. "We
School will be dismissed Oct. 12 for
First District Education Association,
Nov. 23 for Thanksgiving, December 21
for Christm April 7 for spring
vacation and pril 10 and 11 for Ken-
tucky Education Association.
Rose said that he will have to submit
a proposal on scheduling make-up days.
The school board was the successful
bidder for the Cyrene Williams farm,
behind the high school and middle
school campuses. The bid was $128,000.
A motion was passed to conduct a
peoperty survey for boundaries and a
title examination.
Bids of $13,525.16 for lighting fixtures
and bulbs by Hannan Supply Co. and
$67,560 for kitchen furnishings for the
middle school by Fixturcraft, Inc. were
accepted.
The board received a petition in
reference to the potholes in the school
parking lot signed by Callosiay High
students. A motion was passed to ac-
cept the letter "in good faith" and
repair of the parking lot will start "as
soon as possible after the con-
struction," the board members agreed.
Rose was reelected board secretary








of Calloway County, died
Thursday at 7 a.m. at her
home in Okeechobee, Fla. She
was 65 years of age.
The deceased was a
member of the . United
Methodist Church at
Okeechobee. Born July 7. 1913, ,
in Calloway County, she was
the daughter of the late
Walker Edmonds and Gertie
Fair Edmonds.
Mrs. Walker is survived by
her husband, Ben Walker. two
daughters. Mrs. Gloria Arnold
and Mrs. Judy Stratton. five
grandchildren. and two great
grandchildren; all of
Okeechobee. Fla.: one sister.
Mrs. Elsie Hendon, 512 South
Eighth Street, Murray:
several nieces and nephews in
Calloway County.
The funeral will be held
Saturday at 10 a.m. in
Okeechobee with burial to
follow in a cemetery there.
CHAPTER SALE
The Gamma Gamma
Chapter of Beta Sigma' Phi
will hold a yard sale on the
corner of North Fifth and
Chestnut gtree24,19f vista y
,Salurday, May 12, starting at 8
Scott E. Solomon
Dies At Age Of 56;
Funeral Is Today
Scott E. Stilomon of
Gilbertsville Route 1 died
Wednesday at 3:05 p.m. at
Murray. He was 56 years of
age and the husband of the
former Rena Dill, who sur-
vives.
Mr. Solomon was a member
of the Briensburg United
Methodist Church and was
employed by Airco Carbide in
Calvert City.
Survivors include his wife,
Rena; two. daughters, Mrs.
Jim (Linda) Teague,
Madisonville, and Mrs. Waltet
(Susan) Shrewsberry, Lauri
Bay, S. C.; one grandchild,
Brad Teague, Madisonville.
Mr. Solomon is also sur-
vived by four sisters, Mrs.
Burnette Holland, Gilbert-
sville, Mrs. Ruth Fields. Live
Oak, Fla., Mrs. Miram
Henson. Paducah, and Mrs.
Pat Owens, Owensboro; two
brothers, W. T. Solomon,
Lexington, and C. H. Solomon,
Benton.
The funeral is being held
today at 2 p.m. at the chapel of
the Collier Funeral Home,
Benton, with the Rev. John
Jones and the Rev. Jim Stubbs
officiating. Burial will follow
in the Bethlehem Cemetery in.'
Marshall County.
ought to ship it back to them," 
Jones
added, saying he felt state 
legislators
should provide for ways for cities t
o pay
for things when they adopt 
such
legislation.
The committee is to report back to
the council with its findings including
possible areas where the additional
money could be obtained. It was
pointed out that current statutes would
prohibit raising the property tax high
enough to generate the revenue without
a referendum.
In other business, the council:
- Approved on first reading error-
clinance setting the police chief's an-
nual salary at $13,900.
- Approved on first reading an or-
dinance rezoning a portion of Nor-
thwood Subdivision from commercial
to residential use.
- Accepted the low bid of $5,773 from
Mid-South Steel, Cape Girardeau, Mo.,
for the installation of a 12,000 gallon
gasoline tank at the central garage.
- Authorized the Mayor to sign a
contract between the city and the state
Department of Transportation for
relocation of utilities on 12th Street in
connection with the four-laning of that
street from Sycamore to Utterback
Road. The engineering portion of the
relocation is projected to cost $118,461
with the actual relocation of the utility
lines expected to cOst $872,661; The
projects will be paid with federal funds.
- Approved the drawifig of an or-
dinance that permits the hiring of all
city employees except supervisory
personnel and those in the police and
fire departments by the mayor and
superintendents of the systems.
- Authorized the Murray Natural
Gas System to advertise for bids on a
compressor and dehydration equip-
ment to be used at the city's recently
purchased natural gas well near
Madisonville.
- Authorized a change in the con-
tract with the city and South 641 Water
District which will refer to the district
by its legal name.
- Accepted with regret the




The Rev. Charles Blair,
interim Minister of the
Sinking Spring Baptist
Church, will speak on the
subject, "Are Tongues For
Today." at the 11 a.m. worship
service on Sunday, May 13, at-
the church.
The Church Choir; directed
by Tommy Scott with Mrs.
Scott as pianist and Mrs. Jim
Neale as organist, will sing "I
Go To The. Rock" and
"Cleanse Me" as special
Slections.
Lake Hall, deacon of the
week, will assist-.in the ser-
vices.
The Youth Choir will meet
at 6 p.m. Sunday for practice
and will sing in the 7:30 p.m.
service.
Sunday School will be at 10
a.m. with Jim Neale as
director, 4nd Church Training
will he at 6:30 p.m. with
Randy Herndon as director.
Hog Market
Federal-State Market News Service
May 11, 1979
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 7 Buying Stations
Recetpts Act 602 Est 850 Barrows
Gilts 5-50 lower Sows steady to $1 00
hudier few 45 00
1-2 200-230 Its 344.50-44 75 few 45 00
US 2200-240 Its  344 5.4450
US 2-3 240-250 Its 143.5-44.25
US 2-4 280-280 Its 1425-435
Sows
US 14 270-350 lbs 338 00-39 00
US 1-3 390-450 337 00-3600
U.:y44490400 i. ..
US 1-3 500450 Ibis 33900-4000
US 2-3 30644011w 236 00-37 00
Boers 32.0043 00
Two gubernatorial candidates who
have not run major statewide cam-
paigns appeared on a televised forum,
where their proposals included an end
to income taxes and legalization of
marijuana
Joht Y. Brown Jr. held a Louisville
news conference to announce that some
officials and members of the Kentucky
Education Association were backing
him, and charged that politics
prevented the group's politial council
from endorsing him officially.
Jim Vernon, seeking the Democratic
nomination for lieutenant governor,
held news conferences at Ashland,
Cincinnati, Lexington, Owensboro and
Paducah to urge that the reported FBI
probe be pursued.
Harvey Sloane campaigned in nor-
thern Kentucky, where he proposed
that businesses be asked to voluntarily
participate in a program of discounts
for the elderly. Thelma,,Stovall, touring
Bardstown, Springfield and
Shepherdsville, recommended
promotion of gasohol, saying sales
would help Kentucky distillers and
farmers. _
Kentucky Educational Television
held a forum, broadcast statewide, to
which Democratic gubernatorial
candidates Doris .Binion of Lexington,
Lyle Willis-of Corbin and John Weikel of
Louisville, and Republicans Elmer
Begley of Hyden and Thurman Jerome
Hamlin of London were invited. Only
Mrs. Binion and Willis appeared.
State Auditor George Atkins cam-
paigned Thursday in Shelbyville and
Marion County, and met with the
editorial board of WHAS-TV in
Louisville. Hubbard was in
Washington.
Republican Ray White held a fund-
raiser at Beech Bend Park in Bowling
Green featuring Roy Acuff and the
Srnokey Mountain Boys and other
country music performers. GOP
candidate Louie Nunn met with the
editorial board of the CourierJournal
and Louisville Times.
Brown
Brown announced the individual
backing of a number of KentUeltS
Education Association officials and
members. He charged later that "old-
time Kentucky politics" kept the KEA's
political council from endorsing him.
He said he favored collective
bargaining for teachers.
June Lee, KEA president-elect, was
introduced as state teachers' chairman
for his campaign. She issued names of
26 KEA officials and members she said
were backing Brown, and said the list
was growing. KEA represents about
29,000 teachers
Brown charged that a decision by
KEA's political council, following an
appearance by Carroll, not to endorse a
candidate last week was "just another
example of Julian Carroll representing
Terry McBrayer ... It's just another
case of oldtime Kentucky politics."
He said McBrayer's "record hasn't
showed the qualifications to be
governor except that he's a friend of
Gov. Carroll, and that's not a basis to
elect someone to lead the state into the
future."
Carroll has denied that he pressured
the teachers' group not to endorse a
candidate other than McBrayer.
McBrayer
Tom Humber, McBrayer's director of
communications, reached at Big
Springs Country Club in Louisville,
where McBrayer was attending a
reception, said Brown's remarks were
"just more of the same rhetoric that's
going to get progressively louder as the
campaign enters its final weeks
"McBrayer has indicated throughout
this campaign that he is fully capable of
standing up for himself, and he has
done so, to discuss the issues of this
campaign," Humber said. "In regard
to Johnny Come Lately, we have
nothing to say."
Vernon
Vernon repeated his charge that rival
Bill Cox is under investigation by the
FBI, and urged Cox to file a libel suit
against him. "Let's go to court ... I want
it to be decided before May 29."
Jackson White, Lexington attorney
representing Cox, said a suit was being
considered.
Carroll
Carroll said at a McBrayer rally in
Murray that there is no FBI in-
vestigation of state government. "This
thing is a figment of Carroll Hubbard's
imagination," he said. Carroll said
Hubbard, Atkins and Vernon are
making "political use of the suggestion
that there is an investigation by the
FBI."
He said $500 monthly checks to his
daughter, Patrice, from a Long John
Silver's owned by a family friend -
which Atkins brought to light this week
- were "because of an investment we
made for Patrice some four years ago
in order to be able to get her through
college, we invested in Long John
Silver's, which has, obviously, ab-
solutely nothing to do with state
government."
He threatened to file slander- suits
unless apologies are made regarding
the remarks concerning his daughter.
He said that "would give them a chance
to eat their own words."
House Defeats Carter's Gas
Ration Proposal By Large Vote
WASHINGTON (AP) - Hoise
leaders are blaming the stunning defeat
of President Carter's standby gasolihe-
rationing plan on confusion over which
Americans would have gotten the most
fuel under its provisions.
After several days of intense White
House lobbying on Capitol Hill, the
House voted 246-159 Thursday night to
kill the rationing plan under which
Americans would have needed coupons
to buy gasoline during a national fuel
emergency.
Disregarding an impassioned appeal
from House Speaker Thomas P. O'Neill
that -this is the only plan you'll have,"
the Democratic-controlled House
handed Carter a bitter segiack.
"Many Americans felt this was a plan
to implement rationing," said House
Whip John Brademas, D-Ind.,"even
though the till would only have given
Carter standy authority."
In addition, Brademus said 
last-
ininute changes to the plan made by t
he
White House to win votes needed in t
he
• Senate led to fears in the House 
that
some drivers would have ended up wi
th
DONATION — 44114", Wolfard (center), a member of
the Calloway Count r Fire,Rescue Squad, accepts a con-
tribution from the .omen at the Moose. Joan Herndo
n
(left), senior regent, presents the check. Lil Cooper.
 senior
regent-elect, looks on Staff Maio by Matt 
Sandeei
Corrections (Si, Amplifications
Due to an error 7
Ledger and Times,
manager of the VO.,
Overby. Mark
Wholesale Electn,
The Murray ledge, N -
in fact or (tardy any ni
tides. That rs the purpti ye:
Toe clarification please
Irsday's edition of the 
Murray




- as listed 
as an employee. of
-Lot employed by the 
company.
r,. s tries to co
rrect pmmplls ant' errors
'14 
information appearing in news a,-
• coignin.Io r
epo‘ an error or need
9111
a disproportionate share of a limited
supply.
"It is difficult for members to ap-
prove something they don't feel they
can count on," he said.
O'Neill likened the issue to the 1938
congressional debate over im-
plementing the national military draft,
which was in place when World War II
began three years later.
The majority leader said that in a
major energy crisis the president would
need a rationing plan.
He appealed to colleagues to put
aside questions of how much gasoline
their own districts would receive if
rationing were invoked.
Carter declined immediate comment,
but Rep. John Dingell, D-Mich.,
chairman of a House Energy sub-
committee, said it was unlikely the
president would try to find another,
rationing plan acceptable to Congress.
A White House spokesman- said
Carter would comment on the situation
today'.
While Carter could send a new plan to




will be the subject of the
sermon by the Bow. Dr.
William P. Muffins, Jr., at the
10:45 a.m. worship services on
Sunday, May 13, at the South
Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church. His
scripture will be from James
2:14-24.
The Church Choir, directed
by Mrs. Ellis Paschall with
"Mrs. Otto Erwin as organist
and Tommy Gaines as pianist, '
will sing -Surely Goodness
and Mercy" at the morning
hour.
At the 6:30 p.m. services,
Dr. Mullins will speak on the
subject, "A Quest For God:
What Do You Mean When You
Say God?"
Sunday School will be at 9:45
a.m. and the United Methodist
Youth Fellowship will meet at
7:15 p.m. on Sunday.
Episcopal Church
Plans Communion
The St. John's Episcopal
Church, located at Main and
Broach Streets, Murray. will
celebrate Holy Communion at
the 8:30 a.m. services on
Sunday, May 13, with the Rev.
Stephen Davenport, .vicar of
the church, as the celebrant.
Morning Prayer will be at
9:45 a.m., and Church School
and Adult Class will be at 11
a.m. on Sunday.
Ushers will be Will Gentry
and Ronald Dayley.
faced a Friday deadline for action and
there is no legal requirement for him to
fashion a new plan.
The rationing proposal originated
with a 1975 law which required the
president to propose various standby
measures for use in case of a major
cutoff of foreign imports such as the
1974 Arab oil embargo.
Carter made concessions to senators
from rural states Wednesday, &freeing
to base allocation of gasoline during an
_emergeney on the amount used in each
state in past years.
The rationing plan cleared the Senate
Wednesday 58-39. But there was fear
among White House officials that the
compromise approved by the Senate
would simultaneously lose votes in the
House, which has stronger urban in-
terests.
California House members - titter
over what they said was administration
inaction in solving already-existing
gasoline lines in their state- -com-
plained that their constituents would
loge gasoline under the -compromise
agreed to in the Senate. Similar com-
plaints were heard from Pennsylvania.
Martin's Chapel To Honor Mothers
The Rev. Daniel Tuckei,
pastor, will speak at the 9:30
a.m. worship services on
Sunday. May 13, at the
Martin's Chapel United
Methodist Church, located out
South 16th Street Extended.
In honor of mothers, a rose
will be presented to the
youngest mother, oldest
mother, and the mother with
the most children.
Ralph Robertson will direct
the song service with Ricky
Cunningham as pianist. The
Church Choir will sing "If I
Could Hear My Mother Pray
Again."
Sunday School will be at
10:30 a.m. with Pat Robertson
as superintendent.
Events during the week will
he the. meeting of the
Stock Market
Prices of strx k of local interest at
noon, EDT, today. furnished to the
Ledger & TIrnes by First of Michigan.









































, ass, unc whether the full Congress will
  uac'Effe along iota ire.a
Methodist Men , at 7 p.m.
Menda_y.Church Choir
rehearsal at 7 p.m. TueSday.
Sunday, May' 20, the annual
homecoming will be-field with
a basket lunch at the noon
hour, followed by a gospel




The Locust Grove Church of
the Nazarene, located one
mile north of Kirksey just off
Highway 299, will have it
gospel singing. on Saturday,
May 12, at 7 p.m. •
Featured singers will be The
Redemption Aires from
Western Tennessee. The
public is invited to attend.
Regular worship services





Boys reaching age 16 this year
will have to register as
potential draftees when they
turn 18 if a measure approved
by the House Armed Services
Committee becomes law.
The committee voted 30-4
Thursday to renew draft
registration starting Jan. 1,
1981, but there is no indication
Highway 641
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